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InsIde

agriculture   is  central  to achieving  inclusive  growth   and  the government  has    focused  on  

raising farm  output by giving   more  credit to the farmers,   and building  rural infrastructure.   

these  were  some  of  the salient  features  in  last  year’s  Budget  which  have  started  to 

yield  results.    The  2011-12  budget  proposals  continue  to focus  on  improving  agriculture  and  the  

rural  sector  in general.

The share of the country’s population living on agriculture and allied activities continues to be 

more than 60 per cent  and the   commitment of budget 2011-12 to agriculture is  positive.

for rural housing, the budget proposes 10,000 crore rupees . the   funds  would be used for 

assistance to below poverty line (bpl) households for construction of houses under the Indira awaas 

yojana. 20,000 crore   rupees  have  been  proposed  under the pradhan mantri gram sadak yojana for 

providing connectivity to eligible unconnected rural habitations through good all-weather roads and 

their systematic upgradation.

union minister for rural Development and panchayati raj Shri vilasrao Deshmukh  said  the 

budget reflects the commitment of the upa government towards aam admi and the aspirations of the 

rural masses. allocation of rs. 87,800 crores has been provided in the union budget 2011-12 for the 

ministry of rural development. 

In  terms  of  fund  allocations  for  2011-12, there  is  a 66.7% increase in pradhan mantri gram 

Sadak yojana, 40% increase in Sarva Shikshya abhiyan, 16.2% increase in rashtriya  Krishi vikas yojana, 

10% increase in accelerated Irrigation benefit programme

The  government  has  emphasised  its  commitment  to  strengthen  the  micro  finance  industry 

and  the  budget  proposals  will restore  investor  confidence  in  this  vital  institution  of  rural  credit. 

Credit to  farmers   has  been  increased  from  the current  level of  375,000  crore  rupees    to 475,000  

crores which  will  boost  agricultural  production.

Creation of a dedicated fund for providing equity to smaller mutual  fund  investors would help  

maintain growth and achieve scale and efficiency in operations. 

one  of  the major  highlights  of  the  budget  proposals  relates  to bringing green revolution to 

the eastern region and the integrated development of 60,000 pulses villages in rain-fed areas.

We discuss  in this issue  what  the   budget  aims  to achieve  in  the  rural  sector,  especially  

agriculture.
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the run-up to Union Budget 2011-12 was replete 

with media expectations of it strengthening 

rural infrastructure, revamping agriculture, 

reviving employment and income avenues in allied 

and non-farm sectors and addressing concerns like 
double digit and spiralling food inflation. rightly so, 

Union Budget 2011-12: What does it imply 
for inclusive growth? 

Dr. K. K. Tripathy

The major components of the 2011-12 Budget on agriculture include bringing green revolution to eastern 
India, development of 60,000 pulse villages in the rain-fed areas, promotion of oil palm plantations, 
diversification of crops by promoting fruit and vegetable cultivation, accelerated fodder development and 
expansion of agriculture credit. While these announcements are laudable, the implementation of these 
budget initiatives is a real challenge.
= 66.7% increase in Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana 
= 40% increase in Sarva Shikshya Abhiyan 
= 16.2% increase in Rashtriya  Krishi Vikas Yojana
= 10% increase in Accelerated Irrigation Benefit Programme

because, the most recent revised poverty estimates 
(tendulkar Committee of planning Commission) 
show that the incidence of rural poverty on the 
Head Count ratio has marked a reduction of 9 
percentage point over 11 years (1993-94 and 2004-
05). in this backdrop, it was expected that the Budget 
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2011-12 would strive to bridge the development 
deficits in the social sector not only by stepping up 
public expenditure on the social sector schemes/
programmes but also by ensuring the quality of 
expenditure backed by improved governance system 
of their implementation at the grass-root level. This 
paper examines the direction of the budget 2011-12 
towards achieving the objective of inclusive growth.  

Inclusive Growth 

the indian economy has witnessed a resilient 
growth rate in gross domestic product of around 8 
per cent during the last three years (2008-09 to 2010-
11).  however, an average rate of 1.9 percent growth 
during this period in the agriculture and allied sector 
indicates that indian agriculture has been entangled 
in a low growth equilibrium trap. The union budget, 
in the milieu of an emerging food crisis, prevalence 
of vast magnitude of unemployment and possible 
positive growth in the agriculture sector tried to follow 
the trend of prioritising the social sector expenditures 
and allocating adequate budgetary support to it. 
the previous Budgets of the government (during 
2005-06 to 2010-11) have witnessed an impressible 
improvement in the expenditure on priority social 
sectors viz. education, health, rural development, 
water, sanitation, irrigation and housing which have 
a direct and lasting impact on human development. 
However, comparative 2011-12 budget estimates for 
two key sectors viz. agriculture and rural development 
vis-à-vis social sector services (chart 1) indicate that 
the share of agriculture and rural development in 
the total social sector services have remained more 
or less stable over 2010-11 budget estimates. 

cent in 2001-02 to 14.2 per cent in 2010-11). in 
this circumstance, the commitment of Budget 
2011-12 to agriculture has been a positive move. 
the major components of the 2011-12 Budget on 
agriculture include bringing green revolution to 
the eastern India, development of 60,000 pulses 
villages in the rain-fed areas, promotion of oil palm 
plantations, diversification of crops by promoting 
fruit and vegetable cultivation, accelerated fodder 
development and expansion of agriculture credit. 
While these announcements are laudable, the 
implementation of these budget initiatives is a 
real challenge. This is quite evident as the promise 
made in the last year’s budget on rolling out special 
production efforts in eastern india is yet to have a 
perceptible impact on overall agro-productivity. 
further, the government, during the each year 
of the eleventh plan period (2007-12) has been 
increasing the budget allocation on a flagship 
agriculture programme i.e. rashtriya Krishi vikash 
yojana (rKvy) to rejuvenate indian agriculture by 
reorienting agricultural development strategies. 
Unfortunately, the initiative is yet to show the 
desired impact of increasing investment, income, 
productivity and employment in agriculture. 

considering the enhancement in the 

benchmarked poverty line, variation in the availability 

of foodgrains, restricted inter-state movement of 

foodgrains, price volatility, slow productivity growth, 

it was expected that the Budget would provide 

a direction on rolling out the proposed national 

Food Security act aiming at universal entitlement 

of foodgrains. While the Budget has indicated its 

intention to place Food Security bill in the parliament 

during 2011-12, it has not outlined an effective and 

appropriate strategy of food management keeping in 

view the food inflation, gradual reduction in the food 

subsidy and commitment on fiscal prudency and the 

overall demand and supply situation in the country.

Rural Employment, Housing, Roads 
and Bridges

the 2011-12 plan outlay for rural employment, 

housing, roads and bridges (table 1) indicates that 

Agriculture and Food Security

the share of the country’s population living 
on agriculture and allied activities continues to 
be more than 60 per cent, the contribution of 
this sector to gdp has been declining (24 per 
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allocations to employment and rural roads and 

bridges have declined in 2011-12 over 2010-11. 

the 2011-12 budget allocation for rural housing has 

remained at 2010-11 level. this indicates shifting 

of prioritisation of expenditure from vital social 

sector components like employment, housing and 

road and bridges to other social services.

Table 1: Plan Outlay for Rural Employment, 
Housing  and Roads and Bridges

sl.  
no.

Schemes/Initiatives allocation
(rs. crore)

2010-11 2011-12

1 2 3 4

1 rural employment 40,100.00 40,000.00
(-0.2)

2 rural housing 10,000.00 10,000.00
(0.0)

3 roads and Bridges 22,886.00 20,000.00
(-12.6)

4. special programmes 
for rural 
development*

2984.00 2914.00
(-2.3)

note: (a) * national rural livelihood mission (nrlm)
      (b) figures in the parentheses are percentage 

increase over 2010-11 allocation 
source:     notes for demand for grants, 2011-2012, goi

next, in the context of rural self employment, 
national rural livelihood mission (nrlm) - 
Swarnjayanti gram Swarozgar yojana (SgSy) will now 
have an outlay of rs. 2914 crore. this is a decline 
of 2.3 per cent over that of 2010-11 (rs. 2984 
crore).  nrlm-sgsy, launched in 1999, is based on 
a holistic approach covering various aspects of self-
employment. i.e., organisation of the poor into self-
help groups (shgs); capacity building; provisioning 
market infrastructure, credit and subsidy linkage; and 
technology upgradation.  However, studies point to 
various shortcomings coming in the way of effective 
implementation that reduces the impact of nrlm-
SgSy.  These are mainly related to coordination 
amongst field level agencies, the appropriate selection 
of economic activities, marketing, technology and 

brand development and the promotion of quality 
shgs.  therefore, in order to derive value for money 
invested into this programme the activities should 
be selected after carefully assessing the viability of 
the output to ensure and realize benefits of forward 
and backward linkage effects.    

Major Flagship Programmes

 This year’s budget allocation to the major 
flagship programmes (table 2) indicate that out of 
12 high budgeted development programmes, nine 
programmes witnessed a less than 15 per cent hike 
over their previous year’s budget allocation. The 2011-
12 budget allocation of rural housing programme of 
the government (iay) has not seen any increment 
over and above the budget allocation in 2010-11. 
The rise in the unit construction cost of housing in 
inflation-hit rural areas will pose constraints in the 
successful execution of this scheme. Further the 
unchanged allocation may not satisfactorily address 
issues relating to increased costs due to price 
variations in hilly areas vis-à-vis plain areas.  

the much publicized rural wage employment 
programme i.e. mahatma gandhi national rural 
employment Scheme experienced a negative 
increment in the budget allocation from rs. 40,100 
crore in 2010-11 to rs. 40,000 crore in 2011-12. the 
reduced budget allocation to mgnrega, prima facie, 
signals relatively weak growth stimulus attached to 
this national wage employment initiative. There was 
only a 3.9 per cent hike in the allocation for national 
rural drinking Water programme during 2011-12 
over 2010-11. Considering the inflationary situation 
in the country the real increment in the budgetary 
allocation to these programmes would be very 
marginal.

three programmes witnessed more than 15 
per cent hike in their budget allocation (table 2) 
in 2011-12 over 2010-11 are pmgSy (66.7 per 
cent), SSa (40 per cent) and rKvy (16.2 per cent). 
Keeping in view the limited absorption capacity, 
lack of dedicated programme management units 
and slow progress of implementation of these 
high budgeted programmes, it is not clear how 
the increased allocation on pmgsy, ssa and rKvy 
would be effectively utilized. 
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the emphasis of the previous budgets 
(2005-06 to 2010-11) was more on rural India 
consolidating efforts on social sectors including 
agriculture and rural development. the Budget 
2011-12 has stressed on catching up of a higher 
growth track without a clear-cut and integrated 
strategy for agriculture, food security and rural 
development.  the reduced or stagnant Budget 
allocation towards rural employment, housing 
and roads and bridges in 2011-12 over 2010-11 
indicates the government’s change of priority 
within the social sector itself and the continued 
emphasis on agriculture and a few social sectors 
like education, health and rural connectivity is 
aimed at ensuring inclusive growth.  

While increased budget allocation on bharat 
nirman programmes, ssa and nrhm is laudable, 
improved governance backed by accountability 
and transparency in the implementation of these 

programmes is the need of the hour. improved 
governance framework would ensure superior 
physical infrastructure for increased productivity, 
quality skill and education and health to reap the 
benefit of the India’s demographic dividend. While 
outlays are provided by the central government, 
outcomes are decided by the performance of state 
governments and local self governments.  thus, 
to achieve the objective of social development 
and inclusive growth with economic stability in 
a resource constrained environment, a common 
effort is needed to (a) converge all the development 
funds (b) successfully implement welfare plans and 
programmes and (c) bring in effective monitoring 
and evaluation mechanism to match the outlays 
with the intended outcome.  

(The author belongs to Indian Economic Service 
and his  views are personal. E-mail: tripathy123@
rediffmail.com)

Table 2: Budget Allocation (Plan) for Major Flagship Programmes (Rs. Crore)

Sl. 
No.

Programme 2010-11 2011-12
% increase 

over 2010-11

1 2 3 4 5

1
mahatma gandhi national rural employment Scheme 
(mgnregs) 40,100.00 40,000.00 -0.2

2 indira awas yojana (iay) 10,000.00 10,000.00 0.0

3 national Social assistance programme  (nSap) 5,762.00 6,158.00 6.9

4 pradhan mantri gram sadak yojana (pmgsy) 12,000.00 20,000.00 66.7

5 national rural Health mission (nrHm) 15,672.00 17,840.00 13.8

6 integrated child development scheme (icds) 8,700.00 10,000.00 14.9

7 mid-day meals scheme (mdm) 9,440.00 10,380.00 10.0

8 sarva shikshya abhiyan (ssa) 15,000.00 21,000.00 40.0

9
Jawaharlal nehru national urban renewal mission (Jn-
nUrm) 12,685.00 13,700.00 8.0

10 rashtriya Krishi vikas yojana (rKvy) 6,722.00 7,810.87 16.2

11 accelerated Irrigation benefit programme (aIbp) 11,500.00 12,650.00 10.0

12 national rural Drinking Water programme (nrDWp) 9,000.00 9,350.00 3.9

source: Budget documents, goi, 2010-11 and 2011-12
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the role of the agriculture sector remains 
critical as it accounts for about 58 per cent 
of employment in the country (as per 2001 

census). moreover, this se]ctor is a supplier of food, 
fodder, and raw materials for a vast segment of 
industry. hence the growth of indian agriculture can 
be considered a necessary condition for ‘inclusive 
growth’. more recently, the rural sector (including 
agriculture) is being seen as a potential source 
of domestic demand, a recognition that is even 

CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE UNION BUDGET 
2011-12: AGRICULTURE GROWTH AND 

DEVELOPMENT
Yashbir Singh Shivay and Anshu Rahal

Higher levels of investments are required for not only increasing farm productivity but also creating 
adequate infrastructure for transport, storage and distribution of agricultural produce.

shaping the marketing strategies of entrepreneurs 
wishing to widen the demand for goods and 
services. In terms of composition, out of a total 
share of 14.6 per cent of the gross domestic product 
(gdp) in 2009-10 for agriculture and allied sectors, 
agriculture alone accounted for 12.3 per cent 
followed by forestry and logging at 1.5 per cent and 
fisheries at 0.8 per cent. Things are looking bright 
in the current year with a relatively good monsoon 
and the agriculture-sector is expected to grow at 
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5.4 per cent as per the 2010-11 advance estimates. 
the agriculture sector growth in the first four years 
of the plan is estimated at 2.87 per cent. In order 
to achieve the plan target of average 4 per cent per 
year, the agriculture sector needs to grow at 8.5 
per cent during 2011-12. To achieve this pertinent 
objective i.e. increased agricultural growth we need 
to invest more money through public and private 
sectors. therefore, the food safety net for each and 
every of the over a billion citizens—a number that is 
growing— requires enhanced agricultural production 
and productivity in the form of a Second Green 
Revolution. Further, special attention is required 
for achieving higher production and productivity 
levels in pulses, oilseeds, fruits, and vegetables, 
which had remained untouched in the First Green 
Revolution but are essential for nutritional security. 
In this regard, achieving high production of poultry, 
meat and fisheries is also essential. The relatively 
weak supply responses to price hikes in agricultural 
commodities, especially food articles, in the recent 
past brings back into focus the central question of 
efficient supply chain management and need for 
sustained levels of growth in agriculture and allied 
sectors. The choices before the nation is clear—to 
invest more in agriculture and allied sectors with 
the right strategies, policies, and interventions. This 
is also a ‘necessary’ condition for ‘inclusive growth’ 
and for ensuring that the benefits of growth reach 
a larger number of people.

Major emphasis for agriculture sector 
in Union Budget 2011-12 

agriculture development is central to indian 
growth strategy. measures taken during the current 
year (2010-11) have started attracting private 
investment in agriculture and agro-processing 
activities. This process has to be deepened further. 
in the Budget for 2010-11,the Union finance 
minister had delineated a four pronged strategy 
covering (i) agricultural production, (ii) reduction in 
wastage of produce, (iii) credit support to farmers 
and (iv) a thrust to the food processing sector. these 
initiatives have started showing results but there 

are other issues in our food economy that require 
an immediate attention. The recent spurt in food 
prices was driven by increase in the prices of items 
like fruits and vegetables, milk, meat, poultry and 
fish, which account for more than 70 per cent of 
the wholesale price index (Wpi) basket for primary 
food items. removal of production and distribution 
bottlenecks for these items has been given priority by 
the  Union finance minister mr.  pranab  mukherjee 
in this Union Budget 2011-12. therefore, Union 
Finance minister proposed to make allocations for 
these schemes under the ongoing rashtriya Krishi 
vikas yojana (rKvy) for an early take off. The total 
allocation of rKvy is being increased from rs 6,755 
crore in 2010-11 to rs 7,860 crore in 2011-12 union 
Budget. 

Bringing Green Revolution to eastern 
region 

the green revolution in eastern region is 
waiting to happen and to realize the potential of 
the region, last years initiative will be continued in 
2011-12 with a further allocation of rs 400 crores. 
the program would target the improvement in 
the rice-based cropping systems of assam, West 
Bengal, orissa, Bihar, Jharkhand, eastern Uttar 
pradesh and chhattisgarh. 

Integrated development of 60,000 
pulses villages in rain-fed areas 

government’s initiative on pulses has received 
a positive response from the farmers. as per the 
second advance estimates, a record production 
of 16.5 million tonnes of pulses is expected this 
year as against 14.7 million tonnes last year. While 
consolidating these gains, we must strive to attain 
self-sufficiency in production of pulses within next 
three years. hence, the  Union finance minister 
has proposed to provide an amount of rs 300 crore 
to promote 60,000 pulses villages in rain-fed areas 
for increasing crop productivity and strengthening 
market linkages. this step is welcomed by the 
farmers, researchers, extension workers, ngos and 
planners for increased production and productivity 
of pulses, which is facing lot of problems in the 
recent past. 
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Promotion of oil palm 

 the domestic production of edible oil meets 
only about 50 per cent demand. the gap in supply 
is met through imports, which are often at high 
prices due to the quantum of our requirement. 
our recent interventions and good rains are 
expected to result in a higher oilseeds production 
of 27.8 million tonnes in 2010-11 as against 24.9 
million tonnes in 2009-10. to achieve a major 
breakthrough, we have to pay special attention to 
oil palm as it is one of the most efficient oil crops. 
the finance minister, therefore, proposed to 
provide an amount of rs 300 crore to bring 60,000 
hectares under oil palm plantation, by integrating 
the farmers with the markets. the initiative will 
yield about 0.3 million metric tonnes of palm oil 
annually in ensuing 5 years. again this is very bold 
and timely taken step which has been appreciated 
from most of the farmers and agricultural scientists 
throughout the country. 

Initiative on vegetable clusters 

 the growing demand for vegetables has to 
be met by a robust increase in the productivity 
and market linkage. an efficient supply chain, to 
provide quality vegetables at competitive prices 
will have to be established. the   finance  minister  
has proposed to provide an amount of rs 300 
crore for implementation of vegetable initiative to 
set in motion a virtuous cycle of higher production 
and incomes for the farmers. to begin with, this 
programme will be launched near major urban 
centres. this step is praiseworthy and will result in 
better supply of vegetables at affordable price in 
the metropolitan cities.

Nutri-cereals 

While we ensure food for all, we must also 
promote balanced nutrition. Bajra, jowar, ragi 
and other millets are highly nutritious and are 
known to possess several medicinal properties. 
the availability and consumption of these nutri-
cereals is, however, low and has been steadily 

declining over recent years. a provision of rs 300 
crore is being made to promote higher production 
of these cereals, upgrade their processing 
technologies and create awareness regarding 
their health benefits. this initiative would provide 
market linked production support to one million 
millet farmers in the arid and semi-arid regions of 
the country. the programme would be taken up 
in 1,000 compact blocks covering about 25,000 
villages. this will help to improve nutritional 
security and increase feed and fodder supply for 
livestock in the targeted areas. 

National mission for protein 
supplements 

the consumption of foods rich in animal 
protein and other nutrients has risen of late, 
with demand growing faster than production. 
the national mission for protein supplements is 
being launched in 2011-12 with an allocation of 
rs 300 crore. it will take up activities to promote 
animal-based protein production through livestock 
development, dairy farming, piggery, goat rearing 
and fisheries in selected blocks. this is a timely 
taken step by the finance minister. 

Accelerated fodder development 
programme 

adequate availability of fodder is essential 
for sustained production of milk. it is necessary 
to accelerate the production of fodder through 
intensive promotion of technologies to ensure 
its availability throughout the year. rs 300 crores 
proposed  for accelerated fodder development 
programme will benefit farmers in 25,000 villages 
in the targeted areas. 

National mission for sustainable 
agriculture 

While the need to maximize crop yields to 
meet the growing demand for food grains is critical, 
we have to sustain agricultural productivity in the 
long-run. There has been deterioration in soil health 
due to removal of crop residues and indiscriminate 
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use of chemical fertilizers, aided by distorted 
prices. to address these issues, the government 
proposed to promote organic farming methods, 
combining modern technology with traditional 
farming practices like green manuring, biological 
pest control and weed management etc. 

Agriculture credit 

to get the best from their land, farmers need 
access to affordable credit. Banks have been 
consistently meeting the targets set for agriculture 
credit flow in the past few years. for the year 2011-
12, the Union finance minister raised the target 
of credit flow to the farmers from rs 3,75,000 
crore this year to rs 4,75,000 crore in 2011-12. 
Banks have been asked to step up direct lending 
for agriculture and credit to small and marginal 
farmers. the existing interest subvention scheme 
of providing short-term crop loans to farmers 
at 7 per cent interest will be continued during 
2011-12. in the last budget, the finance minister 
had provided an additional 2 per cent interest 
subvention to those farmers who repay their crop 
loans on time. the response to this scheme has 
been good. 

In order to provide further incentive to these 
farmers it  is proposed to enhance the additional 
subvention to 3 per cent in 2011-12 union budgets. 
Thus, the effective rate of interest for such farmers 
will be 4 per cent per annum.

In view of the enhanced target for flow of 
agriculture credit, the finance minster has proposed 
to strengthen naBard’s capital base by infusing rs 
3,000 crore, in a phased manner, as government 
equity. This would raise its paid-up capital to rs 5,000 
crore. To enable nabarD refinance the short-term 
crop loans of the cooperative credit institutions and 
rrBs at concessional rates,  Union finance minister 
proposed a contribution of rs 10,000 crore to 
naBard’s short-term rural credit fund for 2011-
12 from the shortfall in priority sector lending by 
scheduled commercial Banks. 

Mega food parks 

Despite growing production of vegetables 
and fruits, their availability is inadequate due to 
bottlenecks in retailing capacity. an estimated 40 per 
cent of the fruit and vegetable production in India 
goes waste due to lack of storage, cold chain and 
transport infrastructure. to address these issues, 
the eleventh plan target for number of mega food 
parks was set at 30. so far, 15 such parks have been 
sanctioned. During 2011-12, approval is being given 
to set up 15 more mega food parks. this is a step 
which shows the government’s concern for their 
commitment for increasing the supply of the essential 
commodities to the consumers at reasonable prices 
and at the same time to increase the income of the 
farmers.  

Storage capacity and cold chains 

the years 2008 to 2010 saw very high levels 
of foodgrain procurement. on January 1, 2011, the 
foodgrain stock in Central pool reached 47.0 million 
metric tonnes, 2.7 times higher than 17.4 million 
metric tonnes on January 1, 2007. The storage capacity 
for such large quantities requires augmentation. 
process to create new storage capacity of 15.0 
million metric tonnes through private entrepreneurs 
and warehousing corporations has been fast tracked. 
decision to create 2.0 million metric tonnes of storage 
capacity under public entrepreneurs guarantee (peg) 
scheme through modern silos has been taken. While 
government will be able to add about 0.26 million 
tonnes of capacity by march 2011, based on existing 
sanctions, the addition will reach 4.0 million tonnes 
by march 2012. during 2010-11, another 2.4 million 
metric tonnes of storage capacity has been created 
under the rural godown scheme.

investment in cold storage projects is now 
gaining momentum. during this year, 24 cold storage 
projects with a capacity of 0.14 million metric tonnes 
have been sanctioned under national Horticulture 
mission. In addition, 107 cold storage projects with 
a capacity of over 0.5 million metric tonnes have 
been approved by the national Horticulture board. 
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To attract investment in this sector, henceforth, 
capital investment in the creation of modern 
storage capacity will be eligible for viability gap 
funding scheme of the finance ministry. it is also 
proposed to recognize cold chains and post-harvest 
storage as an infrastructure sub-sector.

Agriculture produce marketing act

The recent episode of inflation in vegetables 
and fruits has exposed serious flaws in our supply 
chains. The government regulated mandis sometimes 
prevent retailers from integrating their enterprises 
with the farmers. there is an urgent need for the 
state governments to review and enforce a reformed 
agriculture produce marketing act on top priority.

Main drawbacks in the Union Budget 
2011-12 for Agriculture sector

No integrated strategy for agriculture and food 
security: on the whole, the budget contains several 
good proposals, but it lacks a focused vision and a 
strategy for keeping farmers on the farm and for 
attracting and retaining youth in farming profession. 
While the Union finance minister has emphasised 
the need for reaping a demographic dividend from 
our youthful population, there is no strategy or 
programme for attracting and retaining youth in 
farming profession. most of the farm graduates seek 
employment in the organised sector and are not 
interested in going back to the villages.

The major deficiency of this union budget is that 
it has not addressed two of the goals of the national 
policy for farmers placed in parliament in november 
2007. This policy calls for an income orientation to 
farming and the measurement of agricultural growth 
in terms of growth rate in the real income of farm 
families. also, it calls for steps for young farmers 
(yuva Kisans) to take to farming as a profession 
through an integrated action plan involving higher 
farm productivity and larger income from non-
farm activities, particularly through the provision of 
services which can confer the power and economy 
of scale to small producers. it is unfortunate that in 

a year of emerging global food crisis and persistence 
of food inflation, an opportunity to accelerate 
agricultural progress and agrarian prosperity has 
been missed in union budget 2011-12. the only hope 
for farmers is the enactment of a food security Bill 
which confers legal access to food. While the right 
to information can be implemented with the help of 
files, the right to food can be implemented only with 
the help of farmers.

Key Features of Union Budget 2011-12 
for Agricultural Sector

removal of production and distribution 
bottlenecks for items like fruits and vegetables, 
milk, meat, poultry and fish to be the focus of 
attention in this year i.e. Union Budget 2011-12.

1) Allocation under Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana 
(RKVY) increased from rs 6,755 crore to rs 
7,860 crore.

2) Bringing Green Revolution to Eastern Region: 
to improve rice-based cropping systems in this 
region, allocation of rs 400 crore has been made.

3) Integrated Development of 60,000 pulses 
villages in rain-fed areas: allocation of rs 
300 crore to promote 60,000 pulses villages 
in rain-fed areas.

4) Promotion of Oil Palm: allocation of rs 300 
crore to bring 60,000 hectares under oil 
palm plantations. initiative to yield about 0.3 
million metric tonnes of palm oil annually in 
ensuing five years.

5) Initiative on Vegetable Clusters: allocation 
of rs 300 crore for implementation of 
vegetable initiative to provide quality 
vegetable at competitive prices.

6) Nutri-cereals: allocation of rs 300 crore 
to promote higher production of Bajra, 
Jowar, ragi and other millets, which are 
highly nutritious and have several medicinal 
properties.
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7) National Mission for Protein Supplements: 
allocation of rs 300 crore to promote animal-
based protein production through livestock 
development, dairy farming, piggery, goat 
rearing and fisheries.

8) Accelerated Fodder Development 
Programme: allocation of rs 300 crore 
for accelerated fodder development 
programme to benefit farmers in 25,000 
villages.

9) National Mission for Sustainable Agriculture: 
government to promote organic farming 
methods, combining 
modern technology 
with traditional farming 
practices.

10) Agriculture Credit: (a) 
credit flow for farmers 
raised from rs 3,75,000 
crore to rs 4,75,000 
crore in 2011-12. interest 
subvention proposed 
to be enhanced from 2 
per cent to 3 per cent 
for providing short-
term crop loans to 
farmers who repay their crop loan on time. 
(b) in view of enhanced target for flow of 
agriculture credit, capital base of naBard to 
be strengthened by rs 3,000 crore in phased 
manner. rs 10,000 crore to be contributed 
to naBard’s short-term rural credit fund 
for 2011-12.

11) Mega Food Parks: approval being given to 
set up 15 more mega food parks during 
2011-12.

12) Storage Capacity and Cold Chains: 
augmentation of storage capacity through 
private entrepreneurs and warehousing 
corporations has been fast tracked. Capital 
investment in creation of modern storage 

capacity will be eligible for viability gap 
funding of the finance ministry.

13) Agriculture Produce Marketing Act: in view 
of recent episode of inflation, need for 
state governments to review and enforce 
a reformed agriculture produce marketing 
act.

Challenges ahead and outlook of Indian 
agriculture

= the country has made great strides towards 
increasing foodgrains production since 
the mid-sixties. Today, India ranks high 

in the production of various 
commodities such as milk, wheat, 
rice, fruits, and vegetables. 
however, the agriculture sector 
in india is at a crossroads with 
rising demand for food items and 
relatively slower supply response 
in many commodities resulting in 
frequent spikes in food inflation. 
the technological breakthrough 
achieved in the 1960s is gradually 
waning. the need for a second 
green revolution is being 
experienced more than ever 

before.

= Increasing agriculture production and 
productivity is a necessary condition not only 
for ensuring national food security, livelihood 
security, and nutritional security but also for 
sustaining the high levels of growth envisaged 
in the current plan. however, with very 
little growth in area and marginal growth in 
yields of many crops during the last decade, 
increasing agricultural production remains 
a challenge. Concerted and focused efforts 
are required for addressing the challenge of 
stagnating productivity levels in agriculture. 
a holistic approach, simultaneously working 
on agricultural research, development, 
dissemination of technology, and provision 

The only hope for farmers 
is the enactment of a Food 
Security Bill which confers 
legal access to food. While 

the right to information 
can be implemented 
with the help of files, 

the right to food can be 
implemented only with 

the help of farmers
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of agricultural inputs such as quality seed, 
fertilizers, pesticides, and irrigation, would help 
to achieve the critical levels of productivity 
needed. Further, effective coordination and 
monitoring of the ongoing agriculture and 
allied sector programmes needs to be ensured 
for optimum results.

= capital investment in agriculture as a 
percentage of the gross domestic product 
(gdp) has been stagnating in recent 
years, although the capital expenditure in 
agriculture as a percentage of the gdp in 
agriculture has shown some improvement in 
the current five year plan. it may, however, 
also be noted that the agriculture sector 
gdp has itself been stagnating during the 
last three years from 2007-08 to 2009-10. 
The real challenge in agriculture sector 
is to enhance capital investment in the 
sector both by public and private sector in 
a sustained way.

= Sixty per cent of our net sown area is still 
rain-fed. Various studies indicate that the 
potential of rain-fed areas has not been 
fully utilized. A targeted development of 
rain-fed areas should be prioritized. 

= the level of secondary food processing in 
india is very low compared to many western 
countries. With increasing income and 
population, demand for processed food is 
likely to increase. it is necessary to cater 
to this changing demand and at the same 
time enhance the income of farmers. so far 
the focus in food management has been on 
cereals, mainly rice and wheat. however, 
the demand for processed food is expected 
to increase. investment in food processing, 
cold chains, handling, and packaging of 
processed food needs encouragement.

= declining per capita availability of foodgrains 
has been a matter of major concern. For 
ensuring nutritional security, it is not 
only important to increase the per capita 
availability of foodgrains but also to ensure 

that right quantities of food items are there in 
the food basket of a common man. a thrust on 
horticulture products is required for enhancing 
per capita availability of food items as well as 
ensuring nutritional security.

= addressing infrastructure requirements in 
the agriculture sector, especially storage, 
communication, roads, and markets should 
be a priority. public private partnership 
models can be of help in ensuring faster 
development of these requirements which 
are of vital importance for the growth of 
agriculture sector.

= a higher growth rate of the economy and 
rising levels of income are putting pressure 
on products from the livestock sector. many 
items such as meat, milk, and poultry are 
experiencing upward pressure in their 
prices adding to the wholesale food price 
inflation. a long-term strategy to increase 
the production of these items is the need 
of the hour. these steps would also help to 
enhance rural income and supplement the 
livelihood options of the rural populace.

=to conclude, raising farm productivity with 
adequate focus on rain-fed areas, 
diversification of indian agriculture from 
just crop farming to livestock, fisheries and 
poultry and horticulture while simultaneously 
addressing environmental concerns should 
be the focus for the agriculture sector. 
Higher levels of investments are required 
for not only increasing farm productivity 
but also creating adequate infrastructure 
for transport, storage and distribution of 
agricultural produce.

(The first author is Principal Scientist, 
Division of Agronomy, Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute, New Delhi 110 012, ysshivay@
hotmail.com; ysshivay@iari.res.in; Second author 
is an assistant Professor, Department of Animal 
Nutrition, College of Veterinary and Animal 
Sciences, G. B. Pant University of Agriculture & 
Technology, Pantnagar 263 145, Uttarakhand, 
anshurahal@rediffmail.com)
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While presenting the 2011-12 general 
Budget to parliament on february 28, 
2011, the Union finance minister mr. 

pranab mukherjee legitimately took pride in the fact 
that the Upa government has engineered “a major 
directional change in public policy by its focus on 
inclusive development”. as india lives in its myriad 
villages, the main focus of reinforcing inclusion in 
development strategies would help free millions 
of rural people from the age-old trap of illiteracy,  
ill-health and inadequate means to make both ends 
meet. recognising the indubitable but inexorable 
reality that “the country has carried for long enough 
the burden of hunger and malnutrition”, the budget 

 RURAL DEVELOPMENT-THE  MAIN  FOCUS

G.Srinivasan

Budget 2011-12

for the final year of the eleventh Five-year plan 
(2007-12) rightly laid the accent on the importance 
of national Food Security bill (nFSb) with the 
Finance minister indicating that “we are close to the 
finalisation of the bill”. The proposed allocation for 
social sector which would veritably help in improving 
the lot of the poor across the country, mostly in the 
rural areas, is proposed to be increased by 17 per 
cent at rs 1, 60,887 crore in 2011-12 against the 
current fiscal year. This, in essence, meant a hefty 
share of 36.4 per cent of the total plan allocation for 
a single sector. 

under bharat nirman representing  pradhan 
mantri gram sadak yojana (pmgsy), accelerated 
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Irrigation benefit programme (aIbp), rajiv gandhi 
grameen vidyutikaran yojana, Indira awas yojana, 
national rural Drinking Water programme and rural 
telephony, the allocation for the year 2011-12 has 
been stepped up to rs 58,000 crore, marking an 
increase of rs 10,000 crore over the current year. 
With a view to taking internet at the grassroots level, 
the finance minister said that a plan has been firmed 
up to provide rural broadband Connectivity to all 
2.50 lakh panchyats in the country in three years.

 in the budget, the ministry of rural development 
which runs a raft of flagship programmes to help 
benefit legions of poorest of the poor in the country, 
gets a substantial chunk of rs 87,800 crore for 2011-
12 with the department of rural development 
getting rs 74,100 crore, Department of land 
resources getting rs 2700 crore and the Department 
of Drinking Water and Sanitation getting rs 11,000 
crore. out of this, mahatma gandhi national rural 
employment guarantee scheme gets a lion’s share 
of rs 40,000 crore for providing 100 days of wage 
employment to each rural household opting for it. 
mr. mukherjee has made it clear the government’s 
decision to index the wage rate notified under the 
mgnreg scheme to the consumer price index (cpi) 
for agricultural labour, which has been notified by 
the ministry of rural development in January 2011 
so that the beneficiaries would get enhanced wages 
than the stipulated wage.

 again in order to help establish micro-
enterprises in rural areas, the Budget has provided 
for rs 2914 crore in the fiscal year 2011-12, in 
which at least 50 per cent of the beneficiaries of the 
swarozgaries would be sc/sts, 40 percent women 
and three per cent disabled. it has been decided 
to restructure Swarnjayanti gram Swarozgar yojana 
(SgSy) into national rural livelihood mission 
(nrlm). Besides, a provision of rs 1000 crore has 
been for providing assistance to rural below poverty 
line (bpl) households for construction of houses 
and upgradation of kutcha houses under Indira 
awaas yojana, out of which 60 perc ent is for bpl 
families of SCs/STs. In a significant bid to ensure 
connectivity to rural parts, rs 20,000 crore has been 
set apart for providing links to eligible unconnected 

rural habitations through good all-weather roads 
and their systematic upgradation. again, under the 
national rural Drinking Water programme, a sum of 
rs 9350 crore has been provided in the next year’s 
plan outlay for supplementing States efforts to 
provide safe drinking water to all rural habitations, 
while a sum of rs 1650 crore is set aside for rural 
sanitation.

Rural Banks

 the Budget also announced the government’s 
determination to strengthen the regional rural banks 
(rrBs) to enable them to maintain a capital to risk 
weighted asset ratio (Crar) of at least nine per cent 
as on march 31, 2012. hence the government would 
provide rs 500 crore to these banks during the fiscal 
year 2011-12, which got rs 350 crore during 2010-
11. over and above beefing up rrbs, the budget 
also unveiled “India microfinance equity Fund” of rs 
100 crore with small industries development Bank 
of india (sidBi).  this is in view of the importance 
of micro finance institutions as a crucial means of 
financial inclusion.  the Budget also proposes to set 
up a “Women self-help group’s development fund” 
with a corpus of rs 500 crore to empower women 
and promote their shgs.

 the agriculture ministry mostly responsible 
for production side of the farm sector gets an 
outlay of rs 13,662 crore for the fiscal 2011-12.  as 
food inflation has become a bane of the economy 
inflicting heavy pain on the aam adhmi, the budget 
this time focused on removal of production and 
distribution bottlenecks for fruits and vegetables, 
milk, meat, poultry and fish which account for more 
than 70 per cent of the whole sale price index basket 
for primary food items. hence, it is proposed to 
augment the allocation under the ongoing rashtriya 
Krishi vikas yojana (rKvy) for an early take-off. The 
total allocation of rKvy is being stepped up from rs 
6755 crore in 2010-11 to rs 7860 crore in 2011-12.

Credit to Farmers

 alongside, it is also proposed to enhance the 
target of credit flow to the farmers from rs 3,75,000 
crore this fiscal to rs 4,75,000 crore in 2011-12 with 
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banks being directed to step up direct lending for 
agriculture and credit to small and marginal farmers, 
the fulcrum of the rural economy.   The existing 
interest subvention scheme of providing short-term 
crop loans to farmers at 7 per cent interest would 
be continued during the next fiscal too. It is further 
proposed to enhance the additional subvention to 
3 per cent in 2011-12. Thus, the effective rate of 
interest for such farmers would be 4 per cent per 
annum.

 In view of the enhanced target for flow of 
agriculture credit, it is also proposed to strengthen the 
national bank for agriculture & rural Development’s 
(naBard)

capital base by infusing rs 3000 crore in a 
phased manner as government equity. This would 
raise its paid-up capital to rs 5000 crore. in order 
to enable nabarD to refinance the short-term crop 
loan of the cooperative credit institutions and rrbs 
at concessional rates, the Budget also proposes a 
contribution of rs 10,000 crore to nabarD’s short-
term rural credit fund for 2011-12 from the shortfall 
in priority sector lending by scheduled commercial 
banks. 

Rural Infrastructure
in a decisive push to help beef up storage 

amenities to farm sector, the budget proposes 
to augment the corpus of rural infrastructure 
Development Fund (rIDF) from rs 16,000 crore to 
rs18,000 crore. The additional allocation would be 
meant for creation of warehousing facilities. The 
rIDF is an important instrument for routine bank 
funds for financing rural infrastructure. It is also 
decided to promote 60,000 pulses growing villages 
in ranifed areas for increasing crop productivity and 
strengthening market linkages with the government 
getting ‘positive feedback’ on its earlier initiatives 
in this important cereal. Continuing with last year’s 
initiative of realising the huge and untapped potential 
of the eastern region, a further outlay of rs 400 crore 
would be provided  to this region as it remains poised 
for ‘ a green revolution’. The programme aims at 
improving the rice-based cropping system of assam, 
West bengal, orissa, bihar, Jharkhand, eastern uttar 
pradesh and Chattishgarh.

Storage and Warehouse

 the Budget also vastly improved the scope of 
exemptions to storage and warehouse facilities for 
agricultural produce. Full exemption from excise 
duty to air-conditioning equipment and refrigeration 
panels for cold chain infrastructure has been 
extended and conveyor belts have been included in 
the full exemption from excise duty to equipment 
used in cold storage, mandis and warehouses.  Basic 
customs duty on the specified agricultural machinery 
has been reduced to 2.5 per cent from five per cent. 
the concession is also being extended to parts of 
such machinery to encourage domestic production. 
basic customs duty on micro-irrigation equipment 
has been lowered from 7.5 per cent to 5 per cent. 
de-oiled rice bran cakes have been given full 
exemption from basic customs duty.  also an export 
duty of 10 per cent has been imposed to discourage 
its exports.

 in a serious bid to help livestock farmers, the 
budget announced the setting up of the rs 300-
crore national mission for protein Supplements to 
promote animal-based protein production through 
livestock development, dairy farming, piggery, goat 
rearing and fisheries in selected blocks. another 
rs300 crore has been allocated for accelerated 
fodder development programme which would 
benefit farmers in 25,000 villages to accelerate the 
production of fodder through intensive promotion of 
technologies and to ensure its availability throughout 
the year. 

 on the whole, the 2011-12 Union Budget has 
extended a host of helpful initiatives to rural India 
so that millions of farmers, small and marginalised, 
engaged in farming and livestock building for 
propping up the rural economy would be encouraged 
to stay occupied in farming in the larger interests 
of supporting the secondary (manufacturing) and 
tertiary (services) real sectors of the economy for 
the overall resilience of the indian economy to cruise 
on a higher growth trajectory.  

(The  author  is  Delhi-based Senior Journalist, 

e-mail : geeyes34@gmail.com)
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the Union Budget 2011 presented 

to parliament may restore investor 

confidence and facilitate public sector 

investment into mfis through earmarked 

funding for a range of target microfinance client 

groups. in addition, the Budget may benefit 

current and potential mfi clients and businesses 

that increase their financial access. the Union 

Budget 2011-12 aims to sustain economic 

growth by raising credit to the farmers to rs. 

UNION BUDGET: 2011- 12
 Positive vibes for Microfinance

Dr. P. Malyadri  

The announcement made by the Finance Minister to strengthen the role that MFIs play in financial 
inclusion by instituting Rs 100-crore India microfinance equity fund with SIDBI is a welcome move.  It 
would enhance the ability of smaller MFIs, mainly the not-for profits and cooperatives, to achieve scale 
and efficiency in operations.

475,000 crore ($106 bn) in 2011-2012 vs. rs. 

375,000 crore ($83 bn) in 2010-2011 and also 

strengthen infrastructure, moderate the price 

rise, particularly of agricultural produce and 

reduce social imbalances through inclusive 

development. in addition to bolstering food 

supply, this should increase capital flows to low-

income farmers and the mfis that serve them.  

third, the aforementioned goal of providing 

banking facilities to all 73,000 habitations with 
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2,000+ populations in 2011-2012 should benefit 

bank correspondents, mfis, and other channel 

partners with last-mile reach.  such partnerships 

could increase employment and livelihood 

promotion activities in small habitations.

Role of MFIs in financial Inclusion

the finance minister stated that micro 
finance institutions (mfis) had emerged as an 
important means to financial inclusion.   creation 
of a dedicated fund for providing equity to smaller 

mfis would help them maintain growth and 

achieve scale and efficiency 

in operations. the planned 

rs. 100 crore ($22 mn) India 

microfinance equity Fund 

with sidBi for funding smaller 

mfis and the government’s 

heightened focus on crafting 

consumer protection 

regulation should signal lower 

microfinance sector risk to 

investors for three reasons.  

v First, the India microfinance equity Fund 

reflects the federal government’s explicit 

commitment to mfis.  

v		Second, appropriate regulation mitigates the 

risk of populist backlash insufficient consumer 

protection and unchecked growth.  both this 

federal government commitment and robust 

consumer protection should reduce investor 

skittishness.  

v		Third, equity infusions increase an institution’s 

liquidity cushion.  Domestic equity is helpful 

to small indian mfis in any environment, given 

high nbFC minimum capitalization norms for 

majority foreign investment: rs. 23 crore ($5 

mn) for 51-75% FDI and rs. 230 crore ($50 

mn) for 75%+ FDI.

Budget addressed - Committee on 
Micro Finance issues

u		The Sub-Committee of its Central board of 

directors set up by the rBi, under chairmanship 

of   y h malegam, had earlier addressed 

important concerns in the industry relating to 

regulation, transparency, coercive methods 

of recovery and funding and also look into 

issues relating to microfinance sector in India 

has submitted its report. The government 

is considering putting in place appropriate 

framework to protect the interests of small 

borrowers. 

u		 the sub-

committee recommended 

creation of a separate 

category of nBfcs operating 

in the microfinance sector to 

be designated as nBfc-mfis. 

To qualify as a nbFC-mFI, the 

sub-committee had stated 

that the nBfc should be “a 

company which provides financial services 

pre-dominantly to low-income borrowers, 

with loans of small amounts, for short-terms, 

on unsecured basis, mainly for income-

generating activities, with repayment 

schedules which are more frequent than 

those normally stipulated by commercial 

banks” and which further satisfies the 

regulations specified in that behalf. 

u		the sub-committee cautioned that while 

recognizing the need to protect borrowers, 

it was also necessary to recognize that if 

the recovery culture was adversely affected 

and the free flow of funds in the system 

interrupted, the ultimate sufferers would 

be the borrowers themselves as the flow 

of fresh funds to the microfinance sector 

would inevitably be reduced.

The India Microfinance 

Equity Fund reflects the 

federal government’s 

explicit commitment to 

MFIs
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u		nowadays, after the malegam Committee 

recommended capping interest rates at 24%, 

small mFIs, which are generally less profitable 

than large mFIs, require greater liquidity as 

they adjust to the new constraints.  While 

the fund with sidBi should give investors 

some comfort, rs. 100 crore represents only 

0.33% of the current rs. 30,000 crore ($6.7 

bn) of outstanding indian microloans and a 

mere 0.1% of the rs. 100,000 crore ($22 bn) 

demand.  achieving broader financial inclusion 

will require significantly more capital. 

Budget speaks MFIs Service delivery 
mechanism 
		the evidence of the last few years has shown 

that smaller mfis and a 

few of the ngos doing 

microfinance have 

not grown as fast as 

the others. primarily 

caused by their lack of 

capital, the fund now 

managed by sidBi will 

be useful in spurring 

the ones on the lower 

rungs into more service 

delivery, especially 

in the poorer areas. 

in this context, the 

announcement made by the finance minister 

to strengthen the role that mfis play in 

financial inclusion by instituting rs 100-

crore India microfinance equity fund with 

sidBi is a welcome move.  it would enhance 

the ability of smaller mfis, mainly the not-

for profits and cooperatives, to achieve scale 

and efficiency in operations. if the evidence 

of the earlier microfinance development and 

equity fund is any indication, more money 

will not be a problem from the government, 

provided disbursals are made with speed 

and focus, especially in unraveling the 

complexity of the work of smaller mfis. 

hence, the objective of getting all the 

channels to grow with a steady speed will be 

feasible.  self-help groups (sghs) have more 

than rs 20,000 crore outstanding, but are 

displaying signs of slowing down because of 

a variety of reasons.

Budget - enabling environment for 
entrepreneurship

		more broadly, the Union Budget creates an 

enabling environment for the economically 

poor and the businesses focused on them.  to 

illustrate, creating a rs. 500 crore ($111 mn) 

Women’s self help group (shg)’s development 

fund should expand the 

reach of the 4.6 mn SHgs 

in India—25% of which are 

in andhra pradesh.—and 

help reduce their interest 

rates.  that being said, a 

variety of operational issues 

have plagued SHgs, limiting 

their impact.  In addition, 

providing banking facilities 

to 73,000 habitations 

encourages technology 

companies to develop the 

expertise to enable large 

financial institutions to process, disburse, and 

collect small loans cost-effectively. 

Micro finance- technology solution

		most prominent among them are the lack of 

promotional skills, high cost of accounting 

skills and disciplines and the absence of any 

significant technology solution for service 

providers. this pool of money will enable 

shg institutions to get the resources they 

need for these functions. that said, the 

challenge will be in the deployment of this 

creating a Rs. 500 crore ($111 

mn) Women’s Self Help Group 

(SHG)’s Development Fund 

should expand the reach of 

the 4.6 mn SHGs in India—

25% of which are in Andhra 

Pradesh.—and help reduce 

their interest rates. 
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money effectively. one hopes this fund 

will help self-help promoting institutions 

(SHpIs) to promote better quality SHgs as 

well their capacity building. the increased 

emphasis on the recognition of the role 

of micro and small enterprises towards 

financial inclusion is also a positive move. 

the current scenario of the sector is 

worrisome, as lakhs of poor households 

are waiting for their next cycle of credit. 

mFIs are facing an acute liquidity crunch, 

and need an urgent funding line to keep up 

their operations. there is an urgent need 

to look into this situation.

Measures in the Budget to boost up 
Micro finance 

		road map for banking licences — positive 

— should invigorate the sector with higher 

activity levels (private banks could face 

additional competition), rbI likely to come up 

with detailed guidelines; 

		capital infusion into public sector banks — 

positive — will enable them to remain on a 

high growth path; 

		higher limit for inclusion of housing loans as 

priority sector loans —neutral — in line with 

higher real estate prices; 

		extension of tax exemption for investments 

in infrastructure bonds — positive — puts 

greater thrust on funding of infrastructure 

projects and also provides greater funding 

diversity for infrastructure financing 

companies; and 

Thrust on financial inclusion — positive— 27% 

higher target for direct agricultural loans (increases 

access to funding), and higher interest subvention 

for timely loan repayments (lesser interest burden 

helpful for asset quality performance), should 

channel greater funding into this segment. 

For financial services, the 
recommendations were largely 
positive:
v	 foreign investors allowed to invest in mutual 

funds to broadens the scope of target 
investors substantially (subject to know your 
customer(Kyc) norms); 

v		Creation of an equity fund for investing 
in microfinance companies — positive — 
“social” investments from such funds (should 
have lower expected returns on the capital 
invested) would encourage greater funding 
stability and encourage wider lending by mfis 
and increase financial inclusion, but slightly 
moderated; 

v		Wider tax base for life insurance services — 

slightly negative — widens scope of service 

tax to non-Ulip products and also raises 

taxes. in summary, the Union Budget is a 

vote of confidence for mfis and their low-

income clients alike. 

Conclusion:

We believe the Union Budget 2011-12 is mildly 

positive for the banking sector due to its emphasis 

on continued fiscal growth and consolidation, 

thrust on financial inclusion as well as increasing 

opportunities for banks and other financial services 

through micro financial institutions with a view to 

uplift the weaker sections, downtrodden and for 

the so called vulnerable sections to bring them 

into the proposed growth process keeping in view 

of eleventh plan agenda ‘Inclusive growth’. let us 

hope strongly that the government is committed 

towards the growth process by resolving the 

problems with micro finance institutions.

(The author is Principal, Government Degree 

College, affiliated to Osmani University, Tandur, 

Ranga Reddy Dictrict, Andhra Pradesh 501 141, 

e-mail : drpm 16@yahoo.co.in ) 
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the major components of the budget 2011-

12 relating to farming include bringing a 

green revolution to the eastern region, 

the integrated development of 60,000 pulses 

villages in rain-fed areas, promotion of oil palm, 

increasing the production of fruits and vegetables 

and the promotion of nutritious cereals like bajra, 

jawar, ragi and other millets and the initiation of a 

national mission for protein supplements through 

diary-farming, piggery, goat-rearing and fisheries in 

selected blocks.  provision has also been made for 

GREATER  CREDIT FLOW TO FARM  
SECTOR

Dr. C. Siva Murugan

The existing interest subvention scheme of providing short-term crop loans to farmers at 7 per cent interest 
will be continued.  The budget has also enhanced the additional subvention to those farmers who repaid 
their crop loans on time to 3 percent from the existing 2 percent in 2011-12.  Thus, the effective rate of 
interest for such farmers will be 4 per cent per annum.

an accelerated fodder development programme 

and the promotion of organic farming methods. 

Credit is an essential requirement for 

revitalizing agriculture and there have been some 

important positive developments in this area. 

Banks are confident of meeting the increased 

target for lending to the agricultural sector.  the 

extension of the interest rate subvention scheme 

for short term crop loans will boost the credit flow 

to this sector.  the target for credit flow to farmers 
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has been increased from rs.3.75 lakh crore to 

rs.4.75 lakh crore for 2011-12.  banks have also 

been asked to step up direct lending for agriculture 

and credit to small and marginal farmers.  

the existing interest subvention scheme of 

providing short-term crop loans to farmers at 7 

per cent interest will be continued.  the budget 

has also enhanced the additional subvention to 

those farmers who repaid their crop loans on time 

to 3 percent from the existing 2 percent in 2011-

12.  thus, the effective rate of interest for such 

farmers will be 4 per cent per annum. 

the growth of credit was especially 

impressive during the last two years of the tenth 

plan on account of the ‘Farm Credit package’ 

announced by the government of india (goi).  a 

special ‘Farm Credit package’ as enunciated by 

the goi on 18 June 2005 for doubling the credit 

flow to agriculture contained various innovative 

propositions for credit growth.

since so far most of the credit has gone to 

companies and not to farmers.  the finance 

minister is planning to advise banks to step up 

direct lending to small and marginal farmers.  

also, the effective rate of interest to farmers who 

repay crop loans on time will be 4 percent, as was 

suggested by the national commission on farmers 

in 2006.  provision has also been made for more 

mega-food barks, for warehousing and storage 

and cold chins.  it is proposed to attract private 

investment in this sector. special credit packages 

with varying and flexible repayment periods may 

be thought of for the agriculture sector to take 

care of income and expenditure flows of farmers 

and the seasonal nature of agricultural income. 

[The author is  Assistant Professor, Research 

Centre in Economics, Aditanar College of Arts 

and Science, Tiruchendur – 628216, Tamil Nadu, 

e-Mail: mrcsm5678@rediffmail.com]
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Women  represent  48%  of  India’s  

population  and  the  sustainability  of  

our  nation’s developmental efforts 

hinges on their equal participation in social, political 

and economic fabric of the nation. yet in spite 

various government policies and programmes to 

this end, Indian women   continue   to   

lag   behind   men   in   education,   

employment,   health   and   political 

empowerment. Statistics such as a 

sex ratio of 933, female literacy levels 

of 54.16%, maternal mortality of 

450 per 1000 live births, adolescent 

fertility rate of 68 births per 1000 live 

births and low level of representation 

of women in legislature at below 

10% substantiate this assertion. 

Indian women suffer from life long 

subjugation, discrimination and 

exploitation. In fact, as per unDp’s 

human development report 2010, 

india ranks 122 out of 138 countries 

and is placed below even pakistan 

when it comes to gender equality the 

plight of rural women is particularly 

dismal. for example the literacy rate 

of rural  women is only 46% v  and the 

rural maternal mortality rate is more 

than 600 per 1000 live births .

ICT & Sustainable Development-Bridging the 
Gender Divide

Equal right for women and men is a fundamental human right. Ending gender discrimination by 2015 
is one of the Millennium Development Goals. There is still much work to be done to end discrimination  
against women and girls in education, at work and in promoting health and safetyi.

-International Telecommunications Union

   Archana.G.Gulati

The importance of Information and 

Communication Technologies (ICT) in stimulating 

socio-economic  development  is  widely recognized.  

ICT  can  create  new  types  of  economic activity,  

employment  opportunities  and  improvements  

in  delivery  of  healthcare  and  other services. 
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Universal access to ict can lead to a more capable 

work force and increase economic efficiency. It 

can also enhance networking,  participation and 

advocacy with society, improve government-Citizen 

interface and foster transparency and accountability 

in governance. most important of all ict can 

overcome many infrastructural constraints such as 

lack of local schools and  hospitals,  government  

services,  employment  opportunities  etc.  The  

gap  in  access  to resources and capabilities to 

effectively use ICT for development that exists 

between countries, regions, sectors and socio-

economic groups is known as the digital divide. it 

is characterized by low levels of availability of ict 

facilities and is exacerbated by poverty, illiteracy 

and language barriers.  

The  digital  divide  constitutes  a   major  

barrier  to  equitable  and  sustainable development 

and bridging it can promote a nation’s growth. 

International studies have suggested that for every 

10% increase in broadband penetration there is 

a 1.38%  increase in gDp of a nation. another 

debilitating gap found especially in developing 

countries is the gender equity gap. In a situation 

of gender equity, men and women would have ‘fair 

share of the benefits, as well as the responsibilities 

of the society, equal treatment before the law, equal 

access to social provisions; education; equal pay for 

work of the same value. In a situation where gender 

equity is absent we have an ethically untenable and 

development impeding gender gap or divide. even 

when corrective laws and policies are put in place 

to address it, the gender divide tends to persist, 

as it is a deep rooted complex socio-cultural cum 

economic phenomenon. addressing this chasm 

requires supplementary ground level actions. It is 

well recognized that ict facilities can help to bridge 

the gender divide. in fact, women represent an 

important part of the ‘have-nots’ within the digital 

divide which bears a mutually reinforcing or chicken 

and egg relationship with the gender divide.

empowering women entails giving women 

greater control over their lives. this can be achieved   

through   enabling  access  to  material  assets  as  well  

as  intellectual  resources. empowerment requires  

greater awareness or ‘conscientisation’ about their 

situation amongst women,  capacity  building,  ability  

to  voice  one’s  concerns  and  influence  others,  

effective decision making power etc at the family, 

community and  national level. empowerment can 

lead to increased confidence amongst women to 

assert themselves thus unshackling women from 

culturally reinforced isolation and marginalization. 

access to ict can empower rural women 

by promoting basic   literacy   and   education,   

providing   access   to   knowledge,   employment 

opportunities, banking services, government 

services and markets and by facilitating their health 

and safety. ict is  powerful tool as it can achieve 

these desirable outcomes in a culturally acceptable 

manner, making pertinent information, services and 

assistance available to women within their homes/

villages. e-governmnt programmes can capitalize 

on ict to promote women’s lobbying and advocacy 

activities . ICT can impart distance education and 

create a variety of locally available jobs for rural 

women as is the case of women run rural Bpos 

which are flourishing  even in conservative states 

like rajasthan and haryana. enabling women to 

access ICT entails a gender sensitive approach 

wherein apart from just ensuring women’s access to 

ICT in terms of availability, affordability, convenient 

location, language and timing etc, the tailoring of 

content to address their concerns, reflect their local 

knowledge and needs and to be of value in their daily 

lives, business enterprises and family responsibilities 

is crucial.

SHG  and Women Empowerment

the self help group (shg) movement is 

primarily aimed at addressing the need for capacity 

building of rural women by organizing them into 
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be given to a women’s self help group (shg) on 

preferential basis. a number of gender specific pilot 

project schemes have also been initiated. one 

such  scheme involves the provision of broadband 

enabled rural public service terminals to shgs to 

enable them  to  supplement  their  incomes  while  

providing  banking,  financial  services  and  other 

broadband enabled value added services (vas) to 

the rural population. This scheme is being rolled 

out in himachal pradesh and rajasthan.

In June 2007, the gender budget Cell of DoT 

and the uSoF initiated another 

pilot project  programme  

aimed  at  facilitating  SHgs’  

access  to  meaningful  mobile  

value  added services that are 

specially customized to their 

unique requirements. under this 

programme, it is also proposed 

to undertake pilots for provision 

of ict related rural services 

such as solar mobile charging 

centres and mobile and modem 

repair centres which shall be run by shgs. Usof 

has called for applications for projects which aim 

to bring together CSr initiatives of mobile service 

providers, vaS providers and efforts of ngos and to 

encourage them to partner with naBard and Usof 

to provide a subsidized bundle of services to women 

shgs. the vas services are envisaged  to  provide 

SHgs  with  education, information & training,  

access  to  occupational opportunities,  markets, 

financial services, government programmes, health 

agencies/workers, social agencies/workers, feedback 

mechanisms, support systems and networking.

there has been a good response to this 

programme with proposals coming in from many 

major  service  providers  who  have  tied  up  with  vaS  

providers  to  provide  the  handset, connectivity  and  

vas  bundle.   some  proposals  focus  on  breaking  

homogenous support groups that pool their  

resources  to  engage  in  micro-entrepreneurship  

activities  and  share  the  income  thus generated. 

The SHg model of targeting women’s empowerment 

initiatives has been found to be more sustainable 

than individual based models as these groups  

with their community/ngo backing tend to 

accumulate necessary social capital and also 

display better economic viability. The ministry  of  

rural  Development  and  the  national  bank  for  

agricultural  and  rural development (naBard)  

support self employment activities 

of shgs through schemes such as 

Swarnjayanti Gram Swarozgar 

Yojana (sgsy) whereby credit and 

other support is provide to shgs to 

enable them to engage in income 

generating activities. as on 31 

march 2006, a total of 2.22 million 

shgs had been formed of which 

0.27 million groups, covering 3 

million members had been assisted 

for taking up economic activities. 

ngos too play an important role 

in such schemes  by  nurturing  and  supporting  

shgs.  shgs  thus  represent  an  ideal  medium  

of delivering ict enabled empowerment tools to 

women.

Role of USOF in Bridging the Gender 
Divide

The universal Service obligation Fund of India 

can play a critical role in this regard by making 

ict  accessible to rural women. in keeping with 

its mandate, uSoF has initiated a number of 

schemes aimed at promoting access to affordable 

telephony and broadband services in rural india. in 

recognition of the special needs of rural women, 

uSoF has also initiated gender specific  initiatives.  

in  Usof’s  wire  line  broadband  scheme,  one  

connection  per  eligible subsidized exchange is to 

Access to ICT can empower 
rural women by promoting 

basic   literacy   and   
education,   providing   

access   to   knowledge,   
employment opportunities, 

banking services, 
government services and 

markets and by facilitating 
their health and safety
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the  dependence  on intermediaries when it comes 
to access to input and final product markets for SHgs 
engaged in cottage industries. Some include air time 
retailing as an activity to  supplement SHg incomes. 
others attempt to provide highly customized vaS 
bundle ideally suited to the local conditions and the 
activities of the targeted SHgs. The targeted SHgs 
are engaged in multifarious activities ranging from 
textiles, bee-keeping, handicrafts to agricultural/
livestock rearing. Information on weather, crop/
livestock diseases, markets ad market prices, training 
courses, raw material /input related information 
etc are covered in these vas bundles. also covered 
are inputs on literacy, child and maternal health, 
government programmes,  social issues such as 
domestic violence, child marriage, dowry etc. The 
present proposals would cover shgs in states of 
maharashtra, U.p, a.p, gujarat. tamil nadu and 
uttarkhand.

The primary objective of these initiatives is 
to enrich the lives of the target beneficiaries and 
to empower them through mobile connectivity, 
information, skills and means of livelihood. It is 
also envisaged that the success of these pilots will 
effectively demonstrate the viability of mobile vaS 
to both the rural populace (consumers) and to the 
various service providers. this program shall give an 
impetus to the development and commercialization 
of meaningful mobile vaS applications for rural 
markets, especially those targeted at rural women. 
it is hoped that the

SHg run repair/charging centres will adequately 
address some of the common impediments to the 
take up rural ICT by providing local repair facilities 
and overcoming power shortages. the success 
of these projects would impart the necessary 
confidence amongst all stakeholders about the 
practicality of the running these centres by SHgs. 
Finally, it is anticipated that the success of these  

projects  will  lead  to  scaling  up  of  such  initiatives  

to  the  national  level  under  both commercial 

and csr agendas of service providers/telecom 

manufacturers.

Conclusion

Sustainable  development  requires  

inclusion.  Without  equal  participation  of  all  

members  of society a nation  cannot  hope to 

maintain its development momentum or truly 

qualify as a developed state. With the growing 

acknowledgement of the importance of ict in 

bridging the gap between a nation’s have’s and 

have not’s and the awareness that gaps in access 

to ICT can exacerbate inequalities; there has been 

an intense focus on ensuring  universal access to 

ICT. another aspect of inequity that plagues many 

a developing country such as india is the status of 

women. in spite of a decade of healthy economic 

growth, india fares very poorly on the metric 

of gender equity. ICT is a potent tool which can 

help bridge the gender divide. ensuring equitable 

access to ict for women is also important to 

prevent their further marginalization. Tackling 

the issue of women’s access to ict entails  inter 

alia encouraging the design, development and 

delivery of gender sensitive content and enabling 

women to use this content to enrich their lives. ict 

related/enabled services such as repair centres, air 

time retailing and  bpos are especially amenable  

to  women’s  participation  and  can  play  a  key  

role  in  their  empowerment.  the department of 

Telecommunications and the uSo Fund of India 

have in rightful recognition of this potential of 

ICT, initiated a gender based pilot project scheme 

along exactly these lines and it is anticipated that 

the pilots will greatly enrich the lives of targeted 

shgs.

(The author belongs to the 1989 batch of 

the Indian P&T Accounts and Finance Service. 

She has held  posts as Internal Financial Advisor 

in the Department of Telecommunications (DOT), 

BSNL and MTNL. At present she is posted as Joint 

Administrator (Finance) USOF, DOT HQ, New Delhi, 

e-mail: jafusof@gmail.com)
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national Knowledge network (nKn) is 
a revolutionary step towards creating a 
knowledge society without boundaries. 

It will provide unprecedented benefits to 
the knowledge community and mankind 
at large. the purpose of such a knowledge network 
goes to the very core of the country’s quest for building 
quality institutions with requisite research facilities 
and creates a pool of highly trained professionals. the 
nKn is a state-of-the-art pan-india network. it will 
facilitate the development of India’s information 
infrastructure, stimulate research, and create next 
generation applications and services. nKn is designed 
to provide high availability, Quality of service, security 
and reliability

 national Knowledge network (nKn) project 
is aimed at establishing a strong and robust internal 
indian network which will be capable of providing 
secure and reliable connectivity. bring together all 
the stakeholders from science, technology, higher 
education, healthcare, agriculture and governance to 
a common platform.    

using nKn, all vibrant institutions with vision 
and passion will be able to transcend space and time 
limitations in accessing information and knowledge 
and derive the associated benefits for themselves and 
for the society. establishing nKn is a significant step 
towards ushering in a knowledge revolution in the 
country with connectivity to 1500+ institutions. nKn 
is intended to connect all the knowledge and research 
institutions in the country using high bandwidth / low 
latency network.

 globally, frontier research and innovation are 
shifting towards multidisciplinary and collaborative 
paradigm and require substantial communication and 
computational power. In India, nKn with its multi-
gigabit capability aims to connect all universities, 
research institutions, libraries, laboratories, healthcare 
and agricultural institutions across the country to 
address such paradigm shift. The leading mission 
oriented agencies in the fields of nuclear, space and 

National Knowledge Network
(www.nkn.in)

defence research are also part of nKn. by facilitating 
the flow of information and knowledge, the network 
addresses the critical issue of access and create a 
new paradigm of collaboration to enrich the research 
efforts in the country. The network design is based 
on a proactive approach that takes into account the 
future requirements and new possibilities that this 
infrastructure may unfold, both in terms of usage and 
perceived benefits. This will bring about a knowledge 
revolution that will be instrumental in transforming 
society and promoting inclusive growth.

Background

The idea of setting up the nKn was deliberated 
& finalised at the office of principal Scientific advisor 
(pSa) to the government of India (goI) and the national 
Knowledge Commission (nKC) after a collaborative 
engagement with the key stakeholders including 
experts, potential users, telecom service providers, 
educational and research institutions. The discussions 
resulted in a consensus for an optimal approach to be 
adopted for setting up such a network, to provide a 
unified backbone for all the sectors.

government of India has constituted a High level 
Committee (HlC) for establishment of nKn, under the 
Chairmanship of the pSa to goI. national Informatics 
Centre has been designated as implementing agency 
for nKn. the vision of nKn has been translated into 
an action plan by the Technical advisory Committee 
(tac) set up by the hlc.

 nKn was approved in march 2010 by the cabinet 
with an outlay of rs 5990 crores. as a forerunner of 
nKn Initial phase has been successfully executed by 
national Informatics Centre (nIC).

Highlights

 the architecture of nKn has been designed 
for reliability, availability & scalability. the network 
consists of an ultra-high speed core, starting with 
multiple 2.5/10 g and progressively moving towards 
40/100 gigabits per second (gbps). the core is 
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complimented with a distribution layer covering all 
districts at appropriate speeds.

 The participating institutions at the edge would 
seamlessly connect to nKn at gigabit speed. the nKn 
shall be a critical information infrastructure for India 
to evolve as a knowledge society. nKn is a significant 
step which will enable scientists, researchers and 
students from across the country to work together 
for advancing human development in critical and 
emerging areas.

 -  establishing a high-speed backbone connectivity 
which will enable knowledge and information 
sharing.

-  enabling collaborative research, development 
and Innovation

-  Facilitating advanced distance education in 
specialized fields such as engineering, science, 
medicine etc.

-  Facilitating an ultra high speed backbone for 
e-governance

-  Facilitating integration of different sectoral 
networks in the field of research, education, 
health, commerce and governance.

Connectivity

the backbone of the network starts from 2.5 gbps 
and progressively moves onto 10 gbps connectivity 
between 7 Supercore (fully meshed) locations pan 
India. The network is further spread out through 26 
Core locations with multiple of 2.5/10 gbps partially 
meshed connectivity with Supercore locations. The 
distribution layer connects entire country to the core 
of the network using multiple links at speeds of 2.5/10 
gbps. the end users are being connected upto a speed 
of 1 gbps.

the network architecture and governance 
structure allows users with options to connect to 
the distribution layer as well.nKn enables creation 
of virtual private networks (vpn) as well for special 
interest groups.

nKn provides international connectivity to its 
users for global collaborative research. presently, nKn 
is connected to Trans eurasia Information network 
(TeIn3). Similar connectivity to glorIaD network is in 
the pipeline.

Applications

Countrywide Virtual Classroom
The nKn is a platform for delivering effective 

distance education where teachers and students can 
interact in real time. This is especially significant in a 
country like India where access to education is limited 
by factors such as geography, lack of infrastructure 
facilities etc. The network enables co-sharing of 
information such as classroom lectures, presentations 
and handouts among different institutions.

 Collaborative Research
The nKn enables collaboration among 

researchers from different entities like glorIaD, 
tein3, garUda, cern etc. nKn also enables sharing 
of scientific databases and remote access to advanced 
research facilities.

Virtual Library
the virtual library involving sharing of journals, 

books and research papers across different institutions, 
is a natural application for nKn.

Sharing of Computing Resources
High-performance computing is critical for 

national security, industrial productivity, and advances 
in science and engineering. the network enables a large 
number of institutions to access high-performance 
computing to conduct advanced research in areas 
such as weather monitoring, earthquake engineering 
and other computationally intensive fields.

 Grid Computing
the nKn has the capability to handle high 

bandwidth with low latency and provision to overlay 
grid computing. Some of the grid based applications 
are climate change/global warming, science projects 
like large hadron collider (lhc) and iter. the nKn 
can be the platform to realize many such innovative 
applications. The garuda grid has enhanced its power 
and stability by migrating to nKn.

Network Technology Test-bed

nKn provides test-bed for testing and validation 
of services before they are made available to 
the production network. nKn also provides an 
opportunity to test new hardware & software, vendor 
interoperability etc.

 (courtesy piB)
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application of Information Technology to 
governance in rendering administration 
services—from ration cards, motor 

licenses, land records, health, education, municipal 
services-- e-governance has profound efficiency in 
accomplishing such tasks at the doorsteps to the 
villagers. and recent advancements in telecom, 
pC penetration and growing use of e-mail and 
internet etc have opened up new vistas for ict-led 
transformation in public domain.

The quality of life and productivity of the 
citizens, especially the rural poor have increased 
now a days  through  e-governance.

as e-governance is capable of not only speeding 
up transactions but has also allowed transparent 
functioning.  The new Information Communication 
Technology (ICT) revolution has connected the 
villages to networks that  are accessible from any 
specified location. villagers life style have totally 
changed when ict-led services were given a concrete 
shape by the government  in may 2006, when the 
union Cabinet approved the national e-governance 
plan (negp). this programme adopted the vision of 
making “all government services accessible to the 
common man in their locality, through common 
service delivery outlets which ensures efficiency, 

E-governance Initiatives in Rural  
India-- For Easy Life

e-governance is that form of governance which seeks to realize processes and structures by harnessing 
the potentialities of Information and Communication Technologies at various levels of government and 
public sector and beyond for the purpose of enhancing services to be delivered to the people. 

Pradip Kumar Nath
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transparency, reliability et al at affordable cost so 
that the basic needs of the common man could be 
realized.”

With the spread of new Information and 
Communication Technology, certain demands have 
also emerged touching the vital areas of government 
functioning, such as transparency in functioning, 
right to information and speedier decisions.

various non-governmental players, private 
foundations and corporate houses—have already 
demonstrated developmental  impact of information 
technology on the lives of ordinary people. itc’s 
e-chaupal scheme which links farmers to markets, 
has nurtured deep linkages with rural india, both as 
a buyer of agri-products and as a seller of goods and 
services. ICT has now ubiquitous presence and the 
government and the society needs to keep looking 
for its better and beneficial use and application. 
ICT plays a significant role in rural development 
by advancing the technology on the one hand and 
reducing the poverty on the other hand.

realizing the ICT’s potential the government 
of india has developed a strong ict infrastructure 
around the ministry of rural development to 
facilitate the planning and monitoring processes, 
which are of direct significance to the public.

earlier successful e-governance initiatives 
like e-Seva of andhra pradesh, bhoomi relating to 
computerization of land records in Karnataka, Sarita 
concerning land records in maharashtra, vahan 
used to signify permits in some states, have already 
improved the living standard of rural poor.

Now—What is e-governance?

e-governance is that form of governance 
which seeks to realize processes and structures by 
harnessing the potentialities of Information and 
Communication Technologies at various levels of 
government and public sector and beyond for the 
purpose of enhancing services to be delivered to the 
people. 

e-governance has two aspects :-

(i) an easy interface among government 
departments, and

(ii) openness in governance.

Several states in India have already attempted 
the former, but little has been done to use IT for 
ushering in openness in governance.

e-governance can also be defined as:

Delivery of services by using computing and 
telecommunication technology to make radical 
changes—in the life of citizens, customers, employees 
and the general public—(g2c),  business (g2B), 
employees (g2e), and other governments (g2g).

e-governance may also be defined as “the 
use of technology particularly web-based internet 
applications, to enhance the access to and delivery 
of government information and services, and 
government entities.

e-governance is a “tool” to enhance the 
economic competitiveness of business and to 
empower citizens, and to improve both service 
delivery and government decision making.

Some of the benefits to citizens and businesses 
from these initiatives are identified as:-

= better delivery of services and information

= creation of new employment opportunities

= reformation of the public sector

= access to information empowering citizens

= bridging the digital divide and improving 
efficiency

= effective, transparency and accountability of 
government processes

= e-commerce, e-banking, public utility 
services.

e-governance can also be defined as the  
“application of ICT to improve the governance 
and the interaction between the government and 
governed.

e-governance uses electronic means to support 
and stimulate good governance. good governance 
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can be seen as an exercise of economic, political, and 
administrative authority to better manage affairs of 
a country at all levels, national and local.

Why is e-governance vital for rural 
development?

= e-governance can improve and facilitate direct 
connections between citizens and government 
and encourages their participation in 
governance. 

= It can help in alleviation of poverty.

= It can open up avenues for direct participation 
of women in various governmental schemes 
and decision-making processes

= It can enhance democratic processes and 
citizen empowerment

= It can reduce hardship and multiply productivity 
of employees.

Some  e-governance Initiatives:-

over the past decade there were so many 
e-governance initiatives  taken up at the national, 
state, districts and even Block level.  some of them 
were successful and others could not execute the 
desired results. viewing the success and failure 
various new initiatives were explored to initiate 
various important e-governance strategy of the 
country:

= to explore new areas of public-private 
partnership in making e-governance possible. 

= Some 26 e-governance mission mode projects 
(mmps) will be rolled out nationwide by 2012, 
to  operate on the public-private partnership 
model.

= The government has sanctioned rs. 10.600 
crore, of which rs. 5,742 crore will be used 
for setting up Common Service Centres (CSCs) 
across the country. of the sanctioned amount 
rs. 1782 crore will be used for statewide area 
network (SWan) projects, Communication 
and Information Technology minister a. raja 
had announced while launching the centre of 
e-governance in delhi. the government will 

set up one lakh cscs across the country by 
march 2010.

= The State Data Centre (SDC) has been identified 
as one of the important elements of the core 
infrastructure for supporting e-governance 
initiatives of negp. It is proposed to create 
state data centres in the states/Uts across the 
country to provide efficient electronic delivery 
of g2g, g2c and g2B services. these services 
can be rendered by states through common 
delivery platform supported by core connectivity 
infrastructure such as state Wide area network 
(sWan) and common service centre (csc) 
connectivity extended to village level.

Some  e-governance Projects/
Initiatives:-

UIDA:- 

The unique Identification authority of India 
(Uidai) is an agency of the government of india 
responsible for implementing the envisioned 
multipurpose national Identity Card or unique 
Identification Card (uID Cards) project in the country. 
it was established in february 2009, and will own and 
operate the unique Identification number database.

= The authority will aim at providing a unique 
number to all indians, but not smart cards.

= the authority would provide a database 
of residents containing very simple data in 
biometrics.

= as soon as the unique identity database comes 
into existence, the various identity databases 
(passports, ration cards, licenses, fishing 
permits, border area id cards) that already 
exist in the country are planned to be linked 
to it. the authority is liaising with various 
national, state and local government entities 
to begin this process. the Union labour 
ministry has offered its verified employment 
provident fund (epfo) database of 42 million 
citizens as the first database to be integrated 
into the unique ID system.
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e- Nagrik Service in Ranchi:- 

The Jharkhand agency for promotion of 

Information Technology in association with the 

national Informatic Centre (nIC) has launched this 

service to facilitate government –to-citizen (g2C) 

services for all residents. Under this service people 

can apply for birth, death, residential and income 

certificates online, and get them in a few days. on 

march 4, 2009, 106 centres have already become 

operational and there is plan to open 300 e-Kendras 

in 55 wards of ranchi. 

e-Shakti Project:- 

bihar has launched three e-shakti  projects that 

will introduce contactless smartcards for workers 

registered with the mahatama gandhi national rural 

employment guarantee schemes (mgnregs) for 

their wage disbursement, identification and other 

services. smart tech technologies a subsidiary of 

glodyne Technoserve, in association with the State 

government will implement and manage the project.

Vasudha Kendras:-

     Bihar panchayat portal called vasudha Kendras 
will be set up to enable villagers to connect with the 
outside world and will provide affordable and easy 
access to information about the government and its 
policies.

Taarahat:-

this project has been conceived by the delhi 
based Development alternative group. The project 
provides a bunch of services like employment, 
mandi-market prices, email, weather, matrimonial 
etc to the villagers.

 Cyber Treasury:-

   goa is launching cyber treasury, a state wide 
area network that will enable entrepreneurs to pay 
commercial taxes, including vat online.

  e-Districts:-

e-district is a state mission mode project under 

the national e-governance plan (negp). The project 

aims to target certain high volume services currently 

not covered by any mmp under the negp and 

undertake back-end computerization to-e-enable 

the delivery of these services through common 

Service Centres (CSCs). The implementation strategy 

of an e-district would suitably take into account the 

infrastructure currently being created under negp 

such as swans and sdcs.

Village Knowledge Centre Project:-

 village Knowledge centre project is one of the 

early experiments in electronic knowledge delivery 

to the poor. the project connects ten villages near 

puducherry by a hybrid wired and wireless network 

consisting of pCs, telephone, vHF duplex radio devices 

and email connectivity through dial –up telephone 

lines that facilitates both voice and data transfer. 

The entire project draws its sustenance from the 

holistic philosophy of Dr. m.S. Swaminathan, which 

emphasizes integrated pro poor, pro-women, pro-

nature orientation to development and community 

ownership of technological tools against personal or 

family ownership and encourages collective action 

for spread of technology. The project draws attention 

by using solar powered network power station. The 

local volunteers gather information and feed the 

same on internet and provide access through nodes 

in different villages. The project is jointly supported by 

International Development research Centre (IDrC), 

Canada and Canadian International Development 

agency (CIDa), Canada with a partial support of Ford 

Foundation and government of puducherry. 

Bhulekh:-

in orissa the directorate of land records & 

Survey has taken up computerization of land-records 

to optimize maintenance of records and to provide 

accurate copies of records of rights (ror) to the 
landowners all across the state. 
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e-Shishu Project:-

 orissa primary education programme 
authority has implemented this project which is 
the first of its kind in the country. The project has 
two components—child tracking system (cts) and 
Intervention monitoring & Information Systems ( 
imis). Under cts, a comprehensive database of all 
children below 14 years has been created which 
includes their socio-economic as well as demographic 
details. under ImIS, all the 14 interventions under 
sarva shiksha aabhiyan  are monitored online.

Project CARD:-

The computer –aided administration of 
registration Department CarD in andhra pradesh 
is designed to eliminate the maladies affecting the 
conventional registration system by introducing 
electronic delivery of all registration services. CarD 
is operational at 387 sub-registrar offices in the 
entire State of andhra pradesh.

Jan Mitra:-     

It is an integrated e-platform through which 
rural population of rajasthan can get desired 
information and avail services related to various 
government departments at kiosks near their 
doorsteps. system has been integrated using it 
tools to get the information. This project has been 
successfully implemented on pilot basis in Jhalawar  
in rajastahn.  Jhalawar is the first district in five 
project location district in India, where the project 
has been implemented before schedule.

Drishtee:-

drishtee has connected india village by village. 
Drishtee’s software platform enables e-governance 
and provides information about and access to 
education and health services, market related 
information, and private information exchanges and 
transactions.  Drishtee services not only provide 
financial benefits in terms of reduced costs and 
increased incomes,  but also other social benefits 
like access to education and health information. It is 

an organisational platform for developing IT enabled 
services to rural and semi-urban populations through 
the usage of state-of-the-art software.

Lok Mitra:-

lok mitra is the first of its own kind of 
electronic service in the state of rajasthan. it is an 
e-governance project in which the computer server 
is linked to different Departmental servers through 
dedicated leased line and dial-up network with 
multiple e-counters, which can handle all services. 
it has facility of making payments through internet 
using credit cards.

Akshaya:-

as part of Kerala’s ambitious e-literacy campaign, 
akshay e-centres are being set up throughout Kerala. 
these centres provide e-literacy to one member from 
every household and act as ICT dissemination nodes 
and ites delivery points in every village.  all akshaya  
e-Centres have Internet connectivity and networked 
with a centralized operating centre.

Mahiti Shakti :

the portal operates like a single window in 
rural areas of gujarat through which the citizens 
can access information related to all aspects of the 
government’s functioning, various benefits, schemes 
and services ranging from ration cards to getting 
sanctions for old age pensions.

Gram Sampark:  

gram Sampark is  a flagship of ITC in madhya 
pradesh . a complete database of available resources, 
basic amenities, beneficiaries of government 
programmes and public grievances in all the 51,000 
villages of madhya pradesh can be obtained by 
accessing the website.

gram Sampark has three sections:-

(i) gram paridrasya  (village scenario)

(ii) samasya nivaran ( grievance redress)

(iii) gram prahari ( village Sentinel)
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an eleven-point monitoring system has been 
put in place whereby programmes are monitored 
village by every month.

Warana Wired Villages:-

The key objective of the project is to utilize IT 
to increase the efficiency and productivity of the 
existing sugarcane cooperative enterprises by setting 
up of a State –of the –art computer communication 
network. this provides agricultural, medical and 
educational information in the local language to 
villages around Warana nagar in the Kohlapur and 
sangli districts of maharashtra.

Rajiv Internet Village Programme in 
Andhra Pradesh:-

andhra pradesh government launched the rajiv 
internet village programme to bring the government 
services or benefits intended for the citizens in 
a quick, cost effective and trouble free manner 
through a single window, without any hassle mainly 
for the people living in villages and rural areas. rajiv 
Internet centres are being set up in 8618 villages 
across the state.

= The programme benefits the citizens  by 
providing the information on followings-

= easy access to information on agriculture, 
education, and health etc.

= market prices, cropping pattern, weather 
forecast, agriculture extension

= Health, immunization, telemedicine

= Quality inputs, seeds, fertilizers, pesticides

= access to all forms, copies of land records, 
applications, certificates etc.

= utility bills, electricity, telephone etc.

= private services, insurance, e-commerce.

= Status of applications “rajive palle-bata”

= complete literacy for one person in each 
family

E-chaupal:-

Started by ITC”s international business Division 
as a cost effective alternative supply chain system 
to deal directly with the farmer to buy products for 
exports is getting transformed into a mega market 
for rural India. It is a unique web-based initiative in 
central india and caters to soya growers regarding 
all information, products and services required in 
soya farming. the soya kiosks facilitates supply of 
high quality farm inputs and purchase of soya at 
the doorsteps of the villages. the project has 23 
tele-centres in hoshangabad districts of madhya 
pradesh.

The e-chaupal initiative has already benefited 
over 3.5 million farmers. By 2012, the e-chaupal 
network will cover 10,0000 villages, representing 
one-sixth of rural india and create more than 10 
million e-farmers. e-chaupal initiative has also helped 
rural farmers with knowledge in logistics and risk 
management, thereby enabling them to face global 
competitions. 

Gyandoot:-

this project is an outcome of the agreement 
between Drishtee and the district administration 
of dhar. gyandoot is more of community-owned 
technologically innovative and sustainable 
information-kiosk. The project covers 20 village 
information kiosks in five blocks of the district. The 
entire network of 31 kiosks covers 311 panchayats 
over 600 villages, which nearly covers 50 per cent of 
the districts. Users have to pay fees for availing the 
kiosk services. local rural youth act as entrepreneurs,  
running these information kiosks along commercial 
lines. thus it has become a commercially viable 
project catering to the needs of rural  masses.  

e-Panchayat:-

e-panchayat is a comprehensive site of 
panchayat applications to effectively solve the 
information management problems at the village 
levels in andhra pradesh. It benefits the elected 
representatives, the gram panchayats and other 
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village level officials, the administrative and planners 
at districts and state level. internet based services for 
birth, death registration, house tax collections, trade 
licences, old age pensions, work monitoring, financial 
accounting, mIS for panchayat administration are 
all being executed in the computerized e-chaupal 
system. market prices and agricultural extension 
advice are also being provided to the citizens of the 
village from e-panchayat.

e-Posts:-

With over 1.55 lakh post offices covering urban 
and rural areas, indian post is now using web-based 
services. Some new initiatives of the department of 
posts include e-payments, instant money transfer, 
daknet, online franking and a new look for rural post 
offices.

e-post is a service through which printed or even 
hand-written messages are scanned and transmitted 
as email over the internet.  at the destination post 
offices, these messages are printed, enveloped by 
the postmen like other letters and delivered  at the 
addresses intended. 

at the inception stage, around 2500 post offices 
all over the country have switched over to electronic 
transmission of money orders. 

United Village & Kiosk in 
Raghurajpur:-

artisan in raghurajpur village of orissa are 
connected to the world through internet fitted to the 
State Transport bus with a wi-fi box. It connects 25 
remote villages in orissa to already internet-enabled 
areas. To facilitate internet connectivity, the united 
villages Kiosk in raghurajpur is equipped with a wi-
fi antenna and computer and the villages save their 
emails on the hard disk.

e-Governance—Achievements/Failures:-

 The Dataquest in its  “ IDC-Dataquest “best 
e-governed states” study report has revealed that  
himachal pradesh, delhi, haryana and andhra 
pradesh are among the best e-governed states in 
india.

West Bengal, Jharkhand and Bihar are at the 
bottom of the list. In spite of bangalore, being the 
it hub, Karnataka dropped from 9 to 15. Kerala also 
dropped 13 spots to reach 18.

The survey assessed each states ‘ IT vision 
implementation and ease of use of services.  It also 
took into account IT allocation for new projects in 
2007-08, implementation of these projects, and user 
satisfaction among 3,150 citizens and business.

Why e-governance fails in some 
areas:-

digital divide is thought to be the main 
cause of failure of e-governance in some areas.  
e-governance projects has been so devised and 
prioritized that there remains always a risk in 
its implementation and its benefits not reaching 
the desired sections of the society. as there is 
a wide gap in the areas due to the digital divide 
e-governance delivery mechanism may not 
account for the existing scenario until the gap 
is bridged. due to the huge gap in the areas or 
wide digital divide and rampant illiteracy in rural 
areas even the most well intended initiatives have 
failed to achieve their objectives.  as education 
and information can greatly be improved through 
the use of the information and communication 
technology (ict), proper implementation of it 
should be made the primary goal of every village.  
through the use ict many of the people’s problems 
like hunger, clean water, pollution, spreading 
of diseases and to some extent violence can be 
controlled effectively.  With ict e-governance will 
become a boon for the lives people in rural areas.  
if properly handled and implemented rural india 
will shine with confidence.  till now, rural india, 
which is supposed to be a liability, will become an 
asset for the country. 

(The author is Assistant Professor, Centre 
for Agrarian studies & Disaster Mitigation (CAS 
& DM),  National Institute of Rural Development 
(NIRD), Rajendranagar, Hyderabad-500030, e-mail: 
aanustoop@yahoo.co.in)
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it is not an exaggerated statement that ‘India lives 

in villages’. the reason is simple and obvious that 

even after impressive growth post-independence 

in all fronts, nearly two-thirds of indian populace 

live in rural areas in villages. a significant portion 

of these are landless labour, who depend on their 

livelihood on the mercy of employment providers on 

FROM THE GROUND 

Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme: Boon or bane 
to Indian Agriculture?

Farmers with large farm holdings who invariably depend on farm labourers would be inversely 
affected by this NREGS Scheme. When the daily wages are more in NREGS, quite naturally the 
labourers preference would be to work through it. It would not be economical for the farmer to 
provide higher wages to the labour in order to retain the labour in his field. Or in the other sense the 
food prices has to be increased so that the farmer can hire labour for higher wages. The implementing 
agency of NREGS failed to look in to these matters. Tea gardens in Tripura are facing a shortage of 
labour with the expansion of National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) scheme in all four 
major tea producing districts, thus absorbing about 20-22 per cent tea workers .

Bharat S. Sontakki   and Laxman M. Ahire

daily basis – rich farmers, contractors, etc. therefore, 

this class of Indian population is the most vulnerable 

section to poverty, underemployment, access to 

development, etc. the call for inclusive growth 

necessitates that these people are mainstreamed 

in to the developmental pathway by provision of 

minimum livelihood opportunities. 
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the national rural employment guarantee 

scheme (nregs) is the flagship poverty alleviation 

program of the government of india, which seeks 

to guarantee at least 100 days of employment every 

year to the rural poor. it seeks to enhance livelihood 

security by 100 days of employment a year to one 

member of every rural unemployed family. read 

with various transparency and accountability 

measures and provisions for social audits, this 

act for the first time brings the role of the state 

as provider of livelihood within the reach of the 

participants/beneficiaries themselves. By design 

it is different from any employment generation 

scheme that has been previously implemented. it 

requires a different approach towards employment 

generation schemes and towards overall 

involvement of the state in providing the right 

to employment to its masses. the real challenge 

as well as the strength of the act comes from it 

being given the legitimacy as well as authority 

from the indian parliament, which puts the onus 

of its implementation in the hand of the recipient 

as well as that of the implementing authorities. 

creation of durable assets and strengthening the 

livelihood resource base of the rural poor is the 

important objective of the scheme. Work through 

contractors is not permissible. the kinds of works 

permissible according to priority are:
Water conservation and water harvesting

= Drought proofing (including afforestation and 
tree plantation)

= irrigation canals including micro and minor 

irrigation works

= provision of irrigation facility to land owned 

by households belonging to the scs and sts 

or to land beneficiaries of land reforms or 

that of the beneficiaries under the indira 

awas yojana

= renovation of traditional water bodies 

including desilting of tanks

= land development

= flood control and protection works including 

drainage in water logged areas

= rural connectivity to provide all-weather 

access

= any other work which may be notified by 

the central government in consultation 

with the state governments.

about nrega
the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA, also known as National Rural Employment 

Guarantee Scheme, NREGS) is indian legislation enacted on august 25, 2005. the nrega provides a legal 
guarantee for one hundred days of employment in every financial year to adult members of any rural household 
willing to do public work-related unskilled manual work at the statutory minimum wage. the ministry of rural 
development (mrd), govt of india is monitoring the entire implementation of this scheme in association with 
state governments 

this act was introduced with an aim of improving the purchasing power of the rural people, primarily semi 
or un-skilled work to people living below poverty line in rural india. it attempts to bridge the gap between the 
rich and poor in the country. roughly one-third of the stipulated work force must be women. 

adult members of rural households submit their name, age and address with photo to the gram panchayat. 
The gram panchayat registers households after making enquiry and issues a job card. The job card contains the 
details of adult member enrolled and his /her photo. registered person can submit an application for work in 
writing (for at least fourteen days of continuous work) either to panchayat or to programme officer. 

the panchayat/programme officer will accept the valid application and issue dated receipt of application, 
letter providing work will be sent to the applicant and also displayed at panchayat office. the employment will 
be provided within a radius of 5 km: if it is above 5 km extra wage will be paid. 
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apart from guaranteeing a minimum of 100 
days of work a year, the nregS has other significant 
features. The panchayati raj institutions have a 
prime role in planning and executing the works 
undertaken and in arranging for a social audit of 
the scheme’s performance. another is the provision 
for payment of unemployment allowance to an 
eligible applicant if the (state) government fails to 
provide employment within a specific period. The 
State government is required to pay this allowance 
from its own funds. a third one is that it has the 
potential to enhance people’s livelihoods on a 
sustainable basis by creating common permanent 
assets and protecting and improving existing 
public resources such as tanks, lakes and land. the 
scheme’s scope for developing rural infrastructure 
is also considered large. it also gives no room for 
middlemen and lays stress on manual labour to 
carry out the works. trade unionists hope the 
scheme will become a precursor to the right to 
employment. the nregs gained popularity soon 
and brought about significant improvement in the 
quality of life of worker-beneficiaries across the 
country. the scheme is so matured that the concept 
of nregs ii is doing its rounds in policy circle.

Impact of NREGA 

the nrega has no doubt impacted the poor. 
large number of unlettered house holds have 
made the effort to come forward to register, 
migration level has reduced in several villages 
of andhra pradesh, orissa and rajasthan, wages 
less than the minimum wages were raised in 
many states and the participation of the women 
increased significantly. these are really great 
achievements due to nrega. But what happened 
to agriculture sector? the real impact is over here 
which is highly un noticed or pretending to be un 
noticed by the government. it is true that nrega 
experiences vary from state to state, but the reality 
is that farmers from most of the states had similar 
experiences because of the implementation of 
nrega programme.

in a typical village labour scenario the 
common norm for the prevailing wage rate or 
labour charges are fixed by the simple relation 
between demand and supply, where we find 

that both demand and supply varying all through 
the year across sowing, planting and harvesting 
seasons. however the introduction of the nrega 
has artificially enhanced the demand, whereas 
the supply has remained the same. it has to some 
extent led to disastrous results for agriculture. 

farmers with large farm holdings who invariably 
depend on farm labourers would be inversely affected 
by this nregs scheme. When the daily wages 
are more in nregS, quite naturally the labourers 
preference would be to work through it. it would 
not be economical for the farmer to provide higher 
wages to the labour in order to retain the labour in 
his field. or in the other sense the food prices has to 
be increased so that the farmer can hire labour for 
higher wages. The implementing agency of nregS 
failed to look in to these matters. 

farmers with medium land holdings also would 
have the same impact except that his own labour will 
be a great support to him. But the labour shortage in 
general would definitely increase the labour charges. 
similar is the impact on small farmers as many of them 
would find labour under nrega as a solace and there 
is a chance that they would leave farming because of 
their lack of purchasing power of labour for their own 
farming activities. “nregS has created a wage-floor for 
an otherwise hapless pool of unskilled rural labourers” 
and that “higher farm costs from a decrease in labour 
supply are a reality in many parts of india”. according 
to an anonymous estimate, around 15 to 20 percent 
drop in productivity was observed during the kharif 
season of 2008 in some prominent rice growing belts 
of the country owing to the labour scarcity issue. 

the labour crunch is likely to fuel demand 
for expensive mechanical sowing devices, such as 
transplanters, among the already capital-intensive 
farmers of punjab and haryana. this would invariably 
lead to an increase in the total cost of production. In 
the already competitive market, it might prove to be 
deleterious to the farmers there. 

Labour shortage in various states: 

Situation in Tripura

tea gardens in tripura are facing a shortage 
of labour with the expansion of national rural 
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employment guarantee act (nrega) scheme in all 
four major tea producing districts, thus absorbing 
about 20-22 per cent tea workers . Quoting the 
general manager of laxmi tea co ltd of the tripura 
group of gardens, mr. J c das it can be said that 
most of the tea estates had been facing serious 
shortage of workers and manuvalley, one of the 
leading tea producers of northeast, alone had 
shortage of 500 workers. to combat the labour 
shortage problems this tea garden has introduced 
plucker machines, it is however affecting the quality 
of the tea produced. mr. das also complained that 
inadequate labour force had now become one of 
the major hurdles to the management, which has 
been indirectly hampering the development and 
tea production in the gardens. 

Labour shortage in Andhra Pradesh: 

some other instances of adverse effects of 
nrega upon localized labour shortages have been 
observed in the southern states as well. Big farmers 
are finding it difficult to hire agricultural workers 
as they are attracted towards the money being 
offered in national rural employment guarantee 
scheme (nregs). this has affected farming during 
the kharif season across many districts. the 
situation has become so bad that some of the 
farmers are hiring labourers from maharashtra to 
work in their fields. tigala ramesh reddy, a farmer 
in morthad mandal headquarter town, nizamabad 
demanded that the state government suspend 
works under the nregs in the interest of the 
farming community. ‘We are unable to cultivate 
paddy and other commercial crops due to shortage 
of workers,” he said . farmer communities have 
been experiencing a serious shortage of farm 
workers as the works under nrega fetch them rs 
80 to rs 100 as against rs 60 offered by farmers as 
daily wage. 

 a study by Kerala agricultural University 
in palakkad district the largest paddy producing 
district in the state, has found that the basic 
problem faced by farmers was the acute shortage 
of labour due to nrega. as a major share of 
paddy cultivation depended on hired labour, the 
implementation of nregs has led to increase in 

wage rate and escalation in cost of cultivation as 
per the survey. rubber plantations in the states 
have also been hit very badly as the traditional 
workers from tamil nadu are reluctant to work 
even at enhanced wages.

in tamilnadu, while on the one hand 
beneficiaries under the national rural employment 
guarantee scheme (nregs) are demanding higher 
wages, farmers are sore that the programme has 
only intensified the scarcity of farm labourers. 
for example in Karur district, for the late samba 
paddy cultivation there is acute shortage of 
human resources because of the nregs operation 
in the district and this has forced up the labour 
cost as per the reports.  the cost of planting was 
rs. 700 per acre of paddy crop two seasons back 
and it has risen to rs. 1,000 per acre in the current 
season. similarly the harvesting wages have gone 
up by almost 50 per cent and even for that amount 
the farmers are finding difficult to get labourers 
in time, searching a solution, farmers want the 
nregs to be off during intense agricultural season, 
especially during the planting, transplanting and 
harvest season for paddy and during trench-
forming and planting season for banana. only that 
would help both the farmers and labourers in the 
long and short run, they feel.

according to deputy secretary of the cauvery 
delta farmers’ Welfare association r. subramanian 
finding labour for agricultural operations is hard 
these days because the farm labourers are attracted 
to the nregs programme in expectation of other 
governmental benefits such as pension, group 
houses and free house site pattas as the nregs is 
being undertaken at the bidding of governmental 
departments round-the-year .

Situation in Northern India:

across the paddy growing northern region, 
including punjab and haryana, farmlands had been 
facing a severe shortage of labourers during last 
year. ubiquitous labourers who poured in from bihar 
and Up, even Jharkhand and orissa have dried up, 
content to stay home and take advantage of work 
provided under the national rural employment 
guarantee act (nrega). What has compounded the 
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crisis is the diversion of labourers in the booming 
construction and real estate sectors, both in this 
region and in the native states of the migrants. 
But the latest reports say that punjab and haryana 
farmers could get sufficient labourers for their field 
work this year because they have almost doubled 
the wage rates to the migrant labourers.  coming 
to rajasthan, labour shortage and the hike in daily 
wage rates is also the same. instances of big farmers 
doubling the labour wages to retain the traditional 
tribal farmers have also been noted from rajasthan 
(6) .under such circumstances Farmers may be 
forced to shift to non-labour intensive horticultural 
crops such as orchards, while some may leave their 
land fallow. 

Ecological effects due to NREGA

Besides increase in the cost of production, 
the increased use of machineries and lesser use 
of manual labour would adversely affect the 
intercultural operations. the substitute for labour 
may be the use of increased amount of pesticide, 
herbicide and heavy machineries. this would in turn 
lead to higher cost of cultivation, soil compaction, 
reduced soil fertility, enhanced erosion. this is 
ecologically undesirable and may prove to be 
counter productive in the years to come. many 
of the chemicals used in pesticides are persistent 
soil contaminants, whose impact may endure for 
decades and adversely affect soil conservation. 
along with this the excessive use of pesticide may 
also lead to decreased rate of nitrogen fixation, 
thereby neutralizing the good effects of legume 
crops and benefits of crop rotation. Besides this 
the pesticides may also effect the pollinators like 
honey bees adversely.  

NREGA and its relation to MSP

it is now very apparent that the impact of 
nrega is going to be felt at the farm gate level 
price for all major agricultural commodities. it 
is to be seen how the government would fine 
tune its procurement policy to combat it.  in the 
last few years we have seen and read in various 
newspapers and numerous government reports, 

about the fact that government declaring that 
our food reserves are well adequate, however 
subsequently going ahead and investing huge sums 
of public money for international procurement of 
wheat. We have seen that the government  had 
imported 55 lakh tonnes of wheat during 2006-
07 at an overall weighted price of $205.36 per 
tonne, when the domestic procurement was done 
at rs 850 per quintal during the same period . 
This amounted to paying an excess of 6 per cent 
to global wheat traders. this has not only irked 
many farmers’ association of wheat producing 
states, it has also lead to a very improper relation 
between demand and supply, besides leading to 
the artificial hoarding by traders at various levels 
of supply chain.  considering that  the government 
has earlier decided to import wheat second year 
in a row to increase the buffer food stocks meant 
for the pds (public distribution system) and other 
welfare programmes, the procurement policy is 
to be made inline with actual scenarios and not 
merely for political reasons. Therefore it needs 
to be emphasized here that henceforth MSP 
fixation for various crops and commodities must 
be done in accordance with existing principles 
and practices and also after taking into due 
consideration of the fact that NREGA can also 
impact farm gate level prices from now on. 

NREGA- varying wage rates affecting 
inter state agricultural trade

We all know that there has been a tremendous 
importance being laid on the inter state trade in 
agricultural commodities nowadays. One of the 
prime aspects of the Rainbow Revolution is also 
the “Dismantling of Restrictions on Movement 
of Agricultural Commodities throughout the 
country” , however in the current scenario where 
we find that minimum wages being revised from 
time to time by various states to suit their local 
economy, and as the nreg act sets minimum 

wages of respective states as the wage to be paid 

under nrega in the same state, some states, like 
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Uttar pradesh and rajasthan, have almost doubled 

their minimum wages to rs 100 a day from rs 58. 

this had led to an escalation in the budget and also 

criticism that even households that were not really 

below poverty line (bpl) were queuing up for jobs 

under nrega. it is to be noted that traditionally Up 

has been the state that has supplied agricultural 

labourers to all the neighbouring states, moreover 

what seems to have triggered a flat rs 100 wage is 

the decision of many states to hike their minimum 

wages even beyond rs 100. some states like 

Karnataka, punjab, Bengal, mp, hp, ap, Jharkhand 

and chhattisgarh have hiked their minimum wages 

recently and asked rd ministry to notify the same 

under nrega.  However this has invariably led to 

a situation where some states are advantageous 

with respect to the cost of cultivation of various 

Agricultural Commodities as they have to dole out 

more money for hiring labourers as compared to 

their counterparts in other states and hence are 

bound to lose out on this front immensely to the 

cultivators of the same crop from other areas.  

Conclusions

 labour is a significant component of 

agriculture costs. any rise in this input cost will put 

upward pressure on foodgrain prices. production 

costs will rise, and atleast a share of the increase 

will be passed on to the consumers by way of 

higher foodgrain prices.

the impact of nrega needs to be reassessed 

and it cannot be weighed in just political terms. 

The long-term consequences for the agricultural 

sector must also be taken into consideration. 

some farmers’ groups have suggested that the 

100-day employment guarantee be confined 

strictly to months when there is no harvesting or 

sowing activity. nrega’s effect in creating a labour 

shortage has been so profound that there has 

been a demand from a section of the big farmers 

of Kerala to allow the labourers under nrega to 

be engaged in the big rubber estates, however even 

if that’s not possible then at least permission must 

be given for land development in lands of at least 

marginal farmers and leased land of women shgs to 

be covered under the nrega scheme along with the 

regular activities. a convergence between nregS 

projects and farm-related asset-creation works 

atleast in nregs ii would be highly appreciated.

currently the country is going through a 
phase of increase in prices of commodities. it is to 
be seen and investigated whether there has been 
a contribution of nrega towards it.  in case there 
is a impact on the cost of cultivation, then the farm 
gate prices of various agri commodities would also 
have an upward trend. it is to be seen in the time 
to come how competitive our farmers remain in 
the global scenario. then again the msp has to be 
fine tuned so that no farmer actually loose out on 
recovering enough on his farm’s produce. the msp 
should be declared well in advance so that the 
farmers get incentivized enough for growing crops 
like wheat and paddy. another aspect that can be 
taken care of is the freezing of nrega wage rate as 
rs. 100 in the future. this would ensure bringing 
about a state wise parity in cost of cultivation for 
various crops and all cultivators would remain 
at par with others. adequate steps must also be 
taken in the form of subsidizing the micro nutrients 
and complex fertilizers, organic supplements so 
that the farmers do not restrict themselves to the 
application of npK fertilizers alone to overcome 
the problem of labour shortage. this would also 
ensure that the farmers do not leave their land 
as fallow to their posterity, instead leave the land 
better than what they had inherited from their 
fore fathers. 

(The authors are Professor/Principal 

Scientist and Technical Officer in National 

Academy of Agricultural Research Management, 

Rajendranagar, Hyderabad – 500 407, e-mail : 

bharatss@naarm.ernet.in and ahire@naaram.

ernet.in)
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political issues or the trade imbalance 
with china notwithstanding, there is a 
serious ‘Hindi- Chini bhai-bhai’ bonhomie 

happening in Jharkhand, a region which falls under 
the v schedule of the constitution as having a 
large tribal (st) community. politics makes strange 
bedfellows but trade and commercial interests 
also are great levelers of intellectual, ideological, 
regional or cultural differences. often it is based 
on treaties and agreements signed between 
governments and heads of state. sometimes it is in 
response to a demand of goods on the other side 
of the border, a need which finds its way through 
other channels. rather than sermonize about it, 
rather than condemn or alternately condone it, it 
may be useful to examine the underlying factors, 
which make the goods of one country find a 
bustling market in another. the study becomes 
even more interesting when this reflects the needs 
and aspirations of rural communities living lives 

Strange bedfellows in Jharkhand
Aloka Kujur

cut off from the world of consumer goods. this is 
exactly what is happening in Jharkhand where the 
adivasi or tribal communities are joyfully buying 
goods which traditionally they had no use for, or 
perhaps had no access to. suddenly the sale of 
mobile phones, batteries, torch, radio, tv, lcd, 
dvd, camera and electronic toys has picked up 
and doing brisk business.

of course Jharkhand is not the sole state to be 
bitten by the Chinese bug. over the last few years 
Chinese products and goods first made their presence 
felt in india, when customers mostly from the middle 
class woke up to the plethora of ‘made in China’ 
goodsranging from watches to garments to crockery. 
They were cheap, useful and readily available meeting 
a variety of household needs. that these were lapped 
up by a burgeoning middle-class, largely urban is not 
difficult to understand. Driven by a need to acquire 
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all the items of a good life has been an aspiration 
for this class particularly the lower middle-class. The 
catch was that their income was not commensurate 
with their needs and this is a gap, which was amply, 
and indeed cleverly filled by Chinese products, a 
perfect fit. What is more difficult to understand is 
how this fit works in the tribal areas of Jharkhand, 
the adivasis who inhabit these lands are known to be 
‘forest dwellers’ living off the produce of the forest 
like lac, tendu leaves, tamarind combined with some 
agriculture for their needs. their way of life and 
socio-cultural patterns are entwined with the forest, 
worshipping nature and in a deeper sense protecting 
the natural resources. yet it is curiously amongst this 
community, which has carried these traditions from 
time immemorial, preserved the unique culture and 
dialects, that indeed chinese goods have created 
a niche. it is perplexing, this coming together of 
opposite poles of lifestyle, one based on an intuitive 
and symbiotic bond with nature in its pristine form 
and the other based on acquisition of large numbers 
of cheap utility items; ‘utility’ as defined by a 
popular consumerist culture. a clash of civilizations 
it would seem but in Jharkhand, it is apparently not 
so, with both co-existing and even dovetailing into a 
composite whole. 

suddenly the dark huts of the forest, abode 
to thousands of adivasis are starting to shine with 
white light of chinese torches. mobile phones, 
say a decade ago were out of reach for these 
people, yet obviously the yearning was there. 
especially amongst those who migrated in search 
of livelihoods and were unable to buy a mobile 
phone to be in touch with their family. this gap 
was filled after 2000 by cheap chinese electronic 
goods including mobile sets and spread literally 
like bush-fire lapped up by the local population. 
this was not all. labourers in agriculture or 
industry across the region were attracted to the 
new gadgets, which opened up a new world for 
them. it was inconceivable for an adivasi to buy a 
branded colour tv or any electronic item produced 
in india by an established company. it was simply 
beyond their means.

yet these items represented a world of 
aspirations, entirely different from what their 
culture and tradition bestowed on them. The lure of 
material goods, of a life-style that boasted of these 
and brought modern facilities into their life was 
something they consciously reached out to. it was 
not inherited along with the socio-cultural patterns 
sanctified by their symbiotic link with the forest. This 
latent, unexpressed need has now found an outlet. 
‘gizmos’ and ‘adivasis’ represent two opposite ends 
of the pole, yet chinese products have brought 
them together! this too is an aspect of an adivasis 
aspiration and not necessarily what the intelligentsia 
and ‘culture-vultures’ of our age have categorised 
them into. indeed it can be an eye-opener for policy 
makers and activists alike. That an adivasi can also 
make a conscious choice and aspire towards acquiring 
consumer goods reflects changing socio-economic 
priorities. It may sound simplistic and perhaps too 
premature to arrive at any conclusion but at the same 
time, it should not be ignored. There is a view that it 
is imperative for the world at large to ‘preserve’ the 
old way of life of the tribals in its pristine glory. The 
popularity of the chinese products makes a hole in 
the theory. ‘Safdar’ an organization working in the 
region made a study into usage of battery run Tv, 
mobile, emergency light, torch charger, and pen. 
Their findings confirmed the fact that all these had 
become necessities in the lives of rural population. 
There is also another aspect of this proliferation of 
goods and that is the livelihood opportunities for 
those who stock and sell these products. in sum, 
everybody is happy. 

there has been much talk about the lack of 
development in tribal areas and government’s plans 
to allocate resources towards regions, which since 
india’s independence have remained on the fringes. 
perhaps this is one way that the tribal communities 
living here have spoken, in an unpretentious way 
about their aspirations and priorities in their 
journey towards this larger development. it would 
be wise to factor in this aspect while planning for 
the development of tribal areas, and the move to 
mainstream adivasis inhabiting these into the rest of 
society. payments

(courtesy  Charkha  features)
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Jatropha curcas is a native of mexico and 

tropical south america but naturalized now 

throughout tropical to sub-tropical asia 

and africa. the plant is reported to have been 

introduced in asia and africa by portuguese 

as an oil yielding plant. it is reported to be 

cultivated in central and western parts of india 

like madhya pradesh, maharashtra, rajasthan 

and gujarat. there are reports of its cultivation 

in southern states like andhra pradesh and 

tamilnadu.   

SCIENTIFIC CLASSIFICATION
Kingdom: plantae

division: embryophyta

class: spermatopsida

order: malpighiales

family: euphorbiaceae

genus: Jatropha

species: J.curcas

Binomial name: Jatropha curcas 

   linnaeus 1753                             

FLOWERING & FRUITING

The plant, flowers during the rainy season with 
concentrated flowering during July to august. The 
plant produces yellowish green flowers in racemose 
inflorescences, with dichasial cyme pattern. normally, 
the flowers are unisexual, and male and female 
flowers are produced in the same inflorescence. only 
a few male flowers are produced in an inflorescence. 
The average ratio of male to female flower ranged 
from18:2:1-30:8:1 in the first year and 9:8:1-16:2:1 
in the second year. Female flowers are quite similar 
to the male flowers in shape, but are relatively larger. 
The flowers are pollinated by insects especially 
honeybees. 

 JATROPHA CURCAS L - THE WONDER PLANT  
Dr Manas Ranjan Senapati

Fossil Fuels have been the prime source of energy of power for domestic, transportation and 
industrial sector for more than a century. The rapidly increasing consumption and consequent depletion 
of these reserves clearly show that the end of the fossil fuel era is not very far. For developing countries 
like India, rising world prices of crude oil and petroleum is a serious cause for concern. We import 
almost 70% of our requirement of crude oil and in future it is likely to increase to 85%. This is high 
time to ponder over and to find an alternative to the fossil fuel. The green fuel Bio diesel is one such 
alternative to partly replace the petroleum crude and be the fuel of the future Biodiesel buses are in 
use in Europe and in the mid western United States. In India successful test run drives have been done 
by using biodiesel produced from Jatropha Curcas (Ratanjyot in Hindi). Shatabdi train was run from 
Delhi to Amritsar using B5 (5% biodiesel) blend and no problem was observed during the run.

 BOTANICAL FEATURES

 Leaves: large green to pale-green leaves

  Flowers: more female flowers yield more seeds

  Fruits: fruits are produced in winter

  Seeds: the seeds are mature when the capsule changes from green to yellow

Fig. Jatropha curcas L
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the fruits are produced only through 
pollination between different flowers from the 
same or different plants. the fruits are 2.5 cm 
long, ovoid, black and 2-3 halved. per 100 g the 

seed is reported to 
contain 6.6 g H2o, 
18.2 g protein, 38.0 
g fat, 33.5 g total 
carbohydrate, 15.5 
g fiber and 4.5 g 
ash. fruit mature 
by september-
october. the seeds 
become mature 
when the capsule 
changes from 
green to yellow 
after two to four 
months. the seeds 
resemble castor 
seed in shape, but 
smaller in size. 
the dry fruit is 

plucked by farmers 
or tribal people and sold in the nearby market. it 
has nearly 422 fruits/kg and 1587 seeds/kg. The 
100 seed weight is 63.01 g. It flowers in hot and 
rainy season and set fruits in winter when it is 
leafless. 

PLANTATION

Jatropha curcas grows in tropical and 
subtropical regions. the plant can grow in waste 
lands and grows on almost any terrain, even 
on gravelly, sandy and saline soils. its water 
requirement is extremely low and it can withstand 
long periods of drought by shedding most of its 
leaves to reduce transpiration loss.

The field is prepared by digging small pits of 
45×45×45 cm at the required spacing. pits are filled 
with 5 kg farm yard manure of compost. Basal 
dressing fertilizers should be applied at the rate 
of 20 g urea + 120 g Single super phosphate + 16 
g muriate of potash per pit. 50 g malathion dust 
(10%) should be mixed with soil in each pit as anti 
termite. Jatropha can be very well planted in field 

at the spacing of 2×2 meters, thus enabling 2500 
plants to be covered in one hectare land. it can be 
planted on the bund of the field as well as on the 
boundary of the field at the spacing of 1 meter. The 
plant’s lifespan is 50 years and it grows under a wide 
range of rainfall regimes, from 200 mm to 1500 mm 
per annum. healthy and vigorous plants can come 
out under favorable climatic conditions.

YIELD

the jatropha plants start yielding from the 
second year of planting, but in limited quantity. 
if managed properly, it starts giving 4-5 kg per 
tree seed production from 5th year onward and 
seed yield can be obtained up to 40-50 years from 
the day of plantation. on an average 30-35 % oil 
can be extracted from jatropha seed. thus from 
one hectare of area around 3.5-3.75 T oil can be 
harvested.

CONCLUSION

among the many species which can yield oil 
as a source of energy in the form of biodiesel, 
Jatropha curcas has been found reasonably 
suitable owing to its short gestation period, hardy 
nature, high and quality oil content etc. The seeds 
contain 34.4% oil  that can be processed through 
a chemical reaction i.e. transesterification to 
produce high quality biodiesel. The byproducts 
obtained during the process give rise to 
biofertilizers and glycerol.             

the roots, stems, leaves, seeds and fruits of 
the plant have been widely used in traditional 
folk medicine in many parts of West africa. 
medically it is used for diseases like cancer, piles, 
snakebite, paralysis, dropsy etc. Jatropha curcas 
leaves help in dressing wounds. seeds of Jatropha 
are also used as a contraceptive in south sudan. 
promotion of Jatropha plantation will generate 
tremendous job opportunities among the rural 
and tribal people.

(The author is  Professor & Head,  Department of 
Chemistry, NM Institute of Engineering & Technology, 

Bhubaneswar-751019, e-mail: dr_senapati@yahoo. 

com)                                                                                      
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